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ALABAMA

Alabama

The Consultant for Modern Foreign Languages conducted 16 workshops
during the year and participated in 43 additional vorkshope and confer-
ences. In length they ranged Er= one day to one weak; they were designed
for FLES teachers and/or elementary school personnel, for secondary school
teachers and/or personnel, for college level teachers and/or personnel, or
for a combination of levels. Major subjects covered included teaching
methods and techniques, curriculum planning, use of the language labora-
tory, expansion of the modern foreign language program, sequence and
continuity of study, prosram evaluation, materials, language laboratory
installation, and FLES TV study. More than 300 persons participated In
the sessions conducted by the Consultant. In the course of the 43 work.
shops and conferences, she made 18 visits with superintendents, 48 with
principals, 91 with teachers, 8 with guidance counselors, 2 with
librarians, 7 with coordinators of curriculum, and 7 with college adminis-
trative personnel. She spoke to school, professional, and PTA groups,
and served as a resource person for the ine.ividual participants of the
1961 NDEA Institute at the Untversity of Alabama In her schedule were
also liaison visitse-12 with college departneee.s, 66 with school adminis-
trators, 7 with county and city geaeral supervisors, 2 with NDLA Institutes,
and 5 with college departments for helping plan their foreign language
programs.

The Consultant actively participated in the planning of acquisition
projects, approved them, and followed up through studies and visitations.
During the year she visited 88 elassrooms and 14 languege ;ebleatories in
the State for observation or demonstration purposes, or both, Twelve of
the demonstrations she gave on the effecttve use of msteriais and methods
were at the elementary school level; and 12 at the secondary; she arranged
for 20 others of the same typea She gave 7 demonstrations on the use of
equipment at the elementary school level, and 6 at the secondary, and
arranged for 19 others. Several high school teachers were used as demon-
stration teachers at conferences and workshops, and soma superintendents
who had selected language laboratories for their own school systems
served in an advisory capacity to those planning laboratories.

The Consultant made statistical studies on modern foreign language
enrollments in Alabama, collected additional data on FLES, did a partial
study of the impact of NDEA Institutes on the improvement of tastruction
in the State, developed an addition to the master list of equipment and
materials, and listings of audio-lingual materials, produced guidelines
for workshop's and conferences, and assisted in the development of a first.
and a seconi-level teachers' guide for TV French and Spanish FLES programs!
She also prepared and distributed a state zodern foreign language news-
letter, end wrote an article which appeared in the 61p13amalsabool Joumal.

Four city and 3 county school systems made specific studies of
$tudent achievement in modern foreign languages.
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Measured through evaluation, high school and beginning college
students shoued improvenent in their ability to undeesLand and speakt fn
their more advanced degree of achievement in reading and directed compo-

sition, and in their greater interest in the study of the culture of
the people speaking the language of their study. Measured by informal

evaluation, elementary sehool pupil achievement also shoumd improvement.
Enrollments increased at all levels of insteuetion, aed sequences of

study were lengthened. Last year there were 32 classes of third-year
modern foreign language on the senior high school level, and 22 classes
of beginning language in grade 7 ot junior high school to be continued

in senior high school. Several junior high schools begin a foreign lan-

guage in grade 9 for continuation in senior high schaol. Second-level

FLES was offered in 37 classes, with at least 10 "graduating" FLES

classes to continue the language in grade 7 in 1962-63. Continuity

from one level to another has occurred in existing programs* In parti-

cular, audio-lingual experiences have been continued in sequenee, and

prevision has been made for levels of study within individeal programs.
Some 56 FLES classes were new in 1961-62, and new courses in modern
foreign languages began in sexeral small high sr.hools in the State. A
new beginning TV Spanish FLES program was started.

Ten teachers conducted study tours for high school students in
foreign countries or aveas of the United States where the language
studied is spoken, and two high school students were gcanted scholarships
for study of their foeeign lar.guage. Teacher preparation yes reviewed
in several colleges, with intst shown in language profieiency and in

ability to teach certain age groups as well as in the numbor r).E credit

hours earned. That community support was very strong, can be proved by
the fact that all matching funds had to be supplied lccally because of
lack of State funds for that purpose. Although there are still no city
or county foreign language supervisors, local leadeeship has been and iS

being developed.

In secondary schools there were 17 complete language laboratories,

and 6 partial, or 4.1 percent of the total, all purchassd through Title

III assistance. Of these 18 were adequate.

Consultants have been unable to fill all the requests made for

their services. When the program in modern foreign languages is further
expanded, the services of at least one additional Title III staff member

in that field will be needed. In the acquisition field, the proAram has

been slowed down by lack of matching funds. More inservice training of

FLES teachers for their classroom work is badly needed, and resources
are also needed for study of materials.
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ALASKA

Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas

One person provides supervisory services in the three Title III
fields in Alaska, in acUttion to administering the Act. No activities
in modern foreign languages were reported during the past year.

ARIZONA

Not participating in Title III.

ARKANSAS

The Supervisor of Modern Foreign Languages covered from 6 to 13
counties with area workshops lasting fram 2 1/2 ;= 3 i/2 hours,, These
were held in schools where good programs are administald by competent
teachers, Institute trained in most casesi with an az:ta,ndance range of
25 - 60 elementary school language teachers, secondary school language
teachers, or a combination of both. In every case demonstration classes
were held, teaching materials exhibited and discut;sed with methods for
their use and language laboratory procedures whenever se%ondary teachers
were involved. Over nO elmentary school teachers attendTA a one-day
state...wide workshop, and there were 75 secondary school tv,:;!tlts at

another similar workshop, Specific techniques, such as paern drills,
reading and writing, and testing, were demonstrated.

The Supervisor also taught in a 3-week workshop for FLES Spanish
teachers at Little Rock University, and helped plan and then visited a
3-week language laboratory workshop at Ouachita College The public
school system paid fox the training of the 14 participants in a 3-week
intensive course at Southern State College for FLES teachers at Magnolia,
which sLe encouraged. She also spoke at the spring meeting of the
Oklahona State organizatlon.

On invitation the Supervisor helps plan projects. When the
cation submitted is a poor one, she goes to counsel with the school and
helps prepare a better one. She reviews all project applications and
makes suggestions to effect a better program of instruetion, The number

of foreign language project applications rose from 108 to 125 in 1961-62,
over the preceding year. After new laboratory installations are made
and the teachers have become familiar with them, she tries to plan work-
shops to see the new equipment in use and ,to make suggestions concerning
it.

An experiment in FLES was performed in one school in the lowest
level 5th grade. As a result all the elementary child.rv,n in grades

3 6 in that system will study Spanish next year since the principal
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and teacher were convinced that children of limited ability can profit

from language study. In another experiment, 36 elementary school teachers

in Jonesboro were taught weekly by a FLES teacher and then taught their

own homeroom groups.

The Supervisor made wide distribution of materials prepared in her

office and of some others also.

Enrollments in 85 FLES programs in 1961-62 increased approximately

1,000 to 9,063 over the previous year, with 210 teachers involved; during

the same time secondary school enrollments increased by 3025 students.

Sequences of study are being lengthened, and administrators and teachers

are trying to provide continuity of language study; some new progranm

are also being added.

Many more students participated in national contests and made

higher scores than in other years. More teachers arc gcing to school and

more in-serOce training is being offered in local schools. A carefully

plenred, functional State organization of foreign language teachers is

emerging and will be completed in November.

Title III is largely responsible for the existence of the foreign

language laboratories in the State* As of July 1, 1962 there mere 30

complete, permanent lab installations, all adequate for pupil needs. The

Supervisor estimates that less than one percent of Arkansas schools have

language laboratories, but practically all secondary schools with language

programs have tape recorders and record players; several heve mobile lab

units equipped with earphones. The trend in project applications is

toward more language labs and electronic equipment. At the elementary

school level, teachers are using record players and tape recorders

effectively.

The most crucial problems remain teacher supply and teacher

training.

CALIFORNIA

Regular consultants in the Bureaus of Elementary, Secondary, and
Junior College Education were assigned ts work part time on Title III

projects and programs in the three fields; four full-time consultants,

one each in the Bureaus of Secondary and Audio-Visual Education and two

in the BUreau of Elementary Education were assigned to work with local

school districts to implement Title III programs; State Department of

Education personnel; including staff of the Bureaus of the Division of

Instruction and panels of special consultants worked with local school

districts to improve the quallty of instruction in the three fields.

Three oneweek conferences Were held for 90 persons interested in
FLES4 Presentations, demonstration classes, and examination of new
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materials were included, and consultants worked with members of groups

to help develop solutions to their special problens. Consultants met

with committees of 32 districts and counties, conducted workshops for

teachers, worked on prctlems of continuity of study, and assi,Ited with

preparation of instructional materials. At the secondary 1,:lvei there

were 60 workshops and conferences which covered all aspects oi instruc-

tion in modern foreign languavs and all levels of learning. The

attendance range at tha sessions was from 20 to 650 participants. The

Bureau nf Mak pravided specialist consultants to assist in the planning

and in many cases to conduct the 13 regional workshops cf one to three

day duration sponsorLi by host colleges for the junior college foreign

language teachers in their immediate areas. Subjects covered were the

use of audio-lingual methods in instruction, the use cf language labora-

tories, and prepare:ion and evaluation of tapes and instructional

materials. Approximately 400 junior college teachers aAd administrators

attended and participaLedf,

Three curriculum specialists in foreign lang,ages reviewed all

applicationsfor FLES projects under Title III; acquti3n prcjs.,cts at

the secondary level were read by the Foreign LfAnguags C,:lusultanL and

discussed with a consultant from the Bureau of NDEko Information was

gathered through school visits and interviews tl prapexe a report on

the use of language laboratories in secondary schools. At the junior

college level, nmst of the 15 project applications were for language

laboratories of the Level III type.

An advisory committee assisted la preparation of a ...atement

for the implementation of legislation making instruction in a foreign

language mandatory in grades 6, 7, and 8 of California elementary schools

by 1965. A special committee of 10 instructors of French met during the

summer and fall of 1961 to write a guide for the teaching of French in

secondary schools to be distributed in fall 1962. The Chinese Foreign

Language Committee met during the spring and summer of 1962 to prepare

working papers and an mtline for the sequence in Chinese from grades

7-12 and will continue to meet in 1962-63 to prepare a teaching guide.

Representatives of all teacher education institutions in California mEet

for 2 days with California State Department of Education and 4 out-of-

state consultants to discuss preservice and inservice education of

foreign language teachers.

The Systems Development Corporation has applied to the Ford

Foundation for funds to develop motion pictures to be used during the

firs:-1 stages of instruction in FIBS to build passive vocabulary and to

provide a background of information on which later learning can be

based. Plans were made in one school (renaya School in nerced) to

establish a pilot program geared to pupils in elementary schools who

are already fluent speakers of Spanish with a classroom focus on

attainment of a high level of mastery of both Spanish and English.

Plans for articulation of this program with the high sehool program

are in progress, The pilot program in Tulare County schools, begun
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in fall 1960, to integrate the teaching of biology and Spanish at grade 9
and social studies and Spanish at grade 10 continues.

A summary of conferences held in February 1961 in Palo Alto and
Pasadena was published under the title Retazts of hsv.QA.4; Ce,rCprtItIces

on igaslyinc: Mqdern Foes4en Lettgeaus_in E)em?,ntary 'iltp?ls, and the
November 1961 issue of Wiftorrt.ia Journal of F4lementa:Ial,Et!c!ition was
devoted to articles on teaching languages in eiementaey school. A
bibliography of materials and an analysis of problems of maintenance
and operation of language laboratories in California high schools
appeared in issues of CaIAfRrala Sti.hoplA A guide for eecondary school
Spanish, grades 7-129 and addresses of various consultants at language
conferences in California during the year were distribated. A junior
college foreign languhge newsletter NDEA News Notes was prepared and
disteibuted. A state-wide evaluation of the effect of Title III as
reported by California sehoe" districts was completed.

An increase of 46,624 FLES pupils in 1961-62 was registered over
the previous year for a total of 187,294. Hany school districts have
lengthened the sequence of elementary school language study and have
improved the articulation between elementery and secondvry sehool
programs. Enrollments in grades 9-12 increased 204.28 percent from
1931-61 while the total school population in those grades increased
only 117,68 percent. The percentage of the total population in grades
9-12 enrolled in foreign languages in 1961-62 was 40.03, against 28.68
in 1951 and 31.57 in 1956. At the same time many high seheols are
adding third and fourth years of study in the same language, And more
junior high schools have langeage offerings, with a trend toward more
than one language in grade 9.

Of approximately 1000 secondary schools in the State, about 625
are equipped with language laboratory facilities of varying degrees of
adeeuacy.

Primary needs for FLES programs in California are qualified
teachers and consultants effective inservice education of teachers
and procedures for evaluation of existing programs, and better articu-
latioa between FLES and secondary school programs to make sequences of
7-10 years of study. At the secondary level, additional funds are
needed to meet requests for State consultant services under Title
Another full-time cuericuium consultant will be added to the Bureau of
Elementary Education and a foreign language consultant to the staff of
the Buveau of Secondary Education in fiscal 1963 to work with Title III
programs. The exclusion of junior college teachers from Title VI
Institutes continues to be a problem, since arrangements for inservice
training programs cannot be carried out for the present. The definition
of Title III equipment prevents acquisition of certain types of produc-
tion equipment which could be used effectively in a materials production
center or laboratory. The amount of Federal funds requested in Title III
projects in the three fields submitted by local school districts in
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1961-62 exceeded the funds available by 61.07 percent. The nature of
the present legislation and its uncertainty makes it difficult to
develop long-range plans and to retain competent staff0

COLORADO

The Consultant for Modern Foreign Languages held 9 one-day
regional confeeences on foreign language methods, materials and equipment
for a total of 231 secondary school teachers; in cooperation with a com-
m1ttee headed by the president of the Congress, she organized AAT meetings
attended by 85 teachers during the fall convention of the Colorado Educa-
tion Association; and aleo organized a State-wide mee%ing of the Colorado
Congre3s of Foreign Language Teachers which was attended by 175 teachers.
Outside consultants used for the conferences and meetings included for-
eign language personnel from schools and colleges and committees. Other
see,s.oe in which the Consultant participated included a natioeal
professional meeting, a State Department Division planning cce.2erence
and a Department workshops a regional conlarence for administrators, a
State Library convention, and three local inservice peograms. These
conferences occupied the major part of her time.

The Consultant's role in projects ues assisting districts in
planning acquisition prcjects for equipment and mateeials, being
respon-sible for rating them and recommenaing approval, are: meKing
follow-up visits to evaluate the use of equipment and mateAals ac-
quired through Title III funds. In planning a project, the school dis-
trict is encouraged to assess and study its program In terms of goals,
methods, techniques, and teacher preparation.

In cooperation with the University of Colorado, the Consultant
worked out a pilot inservice education program which is being conducted
under a Title VI contraet, Designed to demonstrate an audio-lingual
approach to teaching foreign languages in high sehools it will involve
personnel and laboratory facilities of the Colorado Springs public
schools. Study guides and kits of materials are to be available later
for similar inservice programs. The Denver public schools:, with Title
VII support, is in the evaluation stage of its project on TV French and
Spanish, Committees are now studying articulation problems and are
preparing curriculum guides. There is a pilot Spanish program in
La Junta Elementary School for developing intercultural unoerstanding
among the bilingual school population.

Some of the publications prepared during the year were
Surva.cf Curriculum Innovanons tn Colgeado, prepared jointly by
Titles III and X; Evaluative Critella.; FL EnrOtiplents.tq Ce;o7Ap HAohse

Schools; an article for the pk Journel called "New Trends in Colorado
FL Programs;" and the State foreign language newsletter, Such
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additional materials as committee reports, guides, announcements, biblio-

graphies for specific subjects were prepared, and pertinent articles

duplicated from other sources, end publIcations of other ageneies were

distributed() Some of the publications were developed with tha assistance

of teachers from schools and collegee, foreign language supervisors, at '

other consultants.

There has been a steady increase in requests not only for State

consultative services but: also for loan materials of ell kinds. A

reorganization of administrative functions and the addition of clericel

and aecounting assistaace have freed the Consultant fleom routine

processing° The Seo:vey mentioned above, with respmscs from 206 of 218

school districts in the state, showed a substantial number of districts

introducing curriculum Innovations, develoiiing longer sequences of study,

and having more programs based on an audio-lingual approach() Secondary

sehool foreign language enrollments increased 37e2 rercent in 1960 aver

1959 while the school enrollments rose only 905 percent during the same

pexiod, Teachers participated in more conferences and inservice programs,

and professional language organizations shaved increased growth and

activity, College personnel have planned and partic:pated in more

inservice education and are making more use of language laboratories in

their undergraduate programs.

Current trends in equipment requests are for more language labora-

tory equipment in junior high sehools, but of a simpler type than that

ordered by a few senior high schools. Smaller school dists are
beginning to request the installation of electronic classrooms0 Sixty

to eighty secondary school laboratories were added last year, making a

total coverage of 18-20 percent of the high schools in tha State. Of

these installations, about 60 percent are adequate for instruction of

all foreign language pupils in a class. More State funds are needed

to pay consultants, resource people, advisory committees, and production

committees, and to provide a Scate Currieulum and Praessional Materials

Center through cooperation with the State Library Service and the Divi.

sions of Elementary and Secondary Education. Some needs for implementIng

and evaluating Title III programs are assistance with inservice educa

tion programs, improvement in the standards for teacher preparation and

certification, more training for FLES teachers, and an increase in the

number of experimental programs based on valid research (related to the

language problems of bilingual and migrant children, for example), One

of the greatest problems is that of the number of bilingual teaehers in

the State whose speech is mixed with anglicisms and archaic forms.
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CONNECT LCUT

Connecticut

The Foreign Language Consultant helped plan and participated in
a one-day meeting for school administrators and foreign language teachers
which about 400 persons attended. At tha Fourteenth Annual Connecticut
Conference on Education he presenf.ed a set of possibte staralards for
foreign language programs to an audience of 21Cc At tha 5 wJrkshops he
organized and comlucted, each consisting of 5 two-hour sessions, he
demonstrated materials and methods and led discussions for about 150
teachers. The Consultant also served as moderator of a TV panel of high
school students who discussed the learning of foreign language for com-
munication. At the Northeast Conference he was on the 2anei on TV
teaching, and was a member of the panel on FLES at the Confereace of
the New England Association of School Superintendents.

He was Ass1/45-iete Director of the 1961 NDEA Summer Institute at
Central Connecticut College, and is the chairman of the Italian Writing
Committee which is prepaa:ing the NLA pupil proficiency tests.

The Ccnsultant met with the advisory committee of foreign language
teachers and supervisors which had four full committee meetings and addi-
tional subcommittee meetings during the year.

He reviewed all project applications and visited school systems at
their request to gtve assistance in developing acquisition projects.
Under i)resent conditions, he feels, it is not possible to undertake
follow-up evaluation to any effective degree.

Three regular and one supplemental issue of a newsletter EL News
Elichanpe was edited in his office and distributed to a mailing list of
about 1500 persons, and a 1..lagAsted Cheekli.st for Evaluat:Inz_the

Organizational Setua_of_LFIES. Frozram was prepared,

Some of the trends noted during the year were the continued
introduction of modern foreign language programs in junior high schools;
the lengthening of sequences of study in senior high schools; the
revision of courses of study in many schools to give greater emphasis
to audio-lingual skills; the increased amount of local funds allocated
for foreign language teachers, equipment and materials; and the upgrading
of State foreign language teacher certification.

Incomplete records show that about 30 percent of the public
secondary schools in Connacticut are equipped with language laboratory
facilities. Of this number about 10 percent are presently adequate
for all the pupils enrolled.

Principal needs for implementation and evaluation of Title III
programs in the State are funds for the development and coordination
of inservice programs with acquisition programs and more demonstrations
and workshops in the use of new materials and teaching techniques.
Additional staff time and money are needed to give a more adequate
program of supervisory and related services in Connecticut.
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DELAWARE

The State Supervisor of :iodern Foreign Language participated

in a number of series of conferences on articulation and foreign lan-

guage guidelines in the Newark District; on development of a reading
course and consequent choice of texts at Brandywine High School and
Alfred I. District; on ioreign language study in S.Ilyrna and Eilton
School Districts; on working ou*: the FLES program in 4 schools in
Dover to minimize teacher turnover; on the organization of a FLES

program sponsored by a parent group in Mt, Fleasaat District, with
classroom visits and a talk to the FTA; and organized a number of

demonstratioas for various meetings and conferences held by other

groups. She made a total of 15 addresses during the year to PTA

groups, at County Education Association meetings, at State Staff
Meecings, at District Conferences, and at a language insitute held
at Villanova University.

She worked with a 12-member committee on Puide:,knes,..fabora.:
tc2rv Selpetion, and met several times wIth Lfte State Advisory Committee.

In cooperation with the State Certification Departmer.t the Supervisor
gave the MItt battery of teacher proficiency examinations to foreign

language teacher candidates who could, for various reasons, not fulfill

the usual certification requirements.

The Supervisor reviewed and approved all project ap2!leat!ons,
and gave demonstrations when she made 123 School v'qits in eoanection

ulth them. Two issues of the State foreign langL , newsletter were

produced during the year, and an outline for a reading program in

French. Various guides, bibliographies, notices, and such were also

sent as reqoired.

Since all Delaware schools participating in Title III foreign
language projects are required to show lengthened secpences of study,
they now all surpass the two-year study program. Many schools are
introducing German programs this fall and three high schools lre
expected to add Russian.

Of the 57 secondary schools in Delaware offering foreign lan-
guages, 17 or 29.09 percent have language laboratories. Three of these

are not adequate. More secretarial help is needed by the Supervisor
in order to conduct surveys or studies throughout the State on various
facets cf the language programs.

FLORIDA

The Foreign Language Supervisor concentrated his efforts during
the past year on articulation in the K-12 sequence of study, a 3-day
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county workshop was conducted for more than 200 teachers, administrators,
and supervisors, and two-day county workahops, one for elementary and
secondary levels, and the other for elemantary alonc He made two 4-day
and one 2-day county visitatAons to work with foreign languaga personnel,
evaluated the language program in one county by request, and was instru-
mental in initiating FLES in another county. He also made liaison visits
with college departments, and school administrators, and attended several
city and county language institutes.

The Supervisor participated in the planning, approval, and evalua-
tion of all foreign language acquisition projects, Some of the visits
he mode to 34 counties were in connection with Title III projects.

A 12-member committee was organized and began work on writing a
State guide for teaching modern foreign languages,' A county foreign
language supervisor has selected the relation of inservice training and-
results in foreign language teaching as a topic for her doctoral disser;

tenon,' The Supervisor has made a request of the Director of Certifica-
tion that requirements for foreign language teacher certification be
improved by stipulating tne courses and by requiring the taking of the
MLA teacher proficiency test.

Publications distributed from the State office included issues
of Lattquamalualrias, a foaeign language newsletter, and of Element=
_banish in Florida, enrollment studies, teacher rosters, and some
materials prepared by other agencies.

The Supervisor has been encouraging the counties to employ foreign
language supervisors. Six have been adCed since the beginning of NDEPi,
Enrollment gains have been registered in Spariish at all levels, and in
high school French. Currently more than one-hall of the first-year Ian»
guage students enroll in the second, about three-foarths of those in the
second continue in the third, and about one-fifth of those completing
the third enroll in the fourth-year course in the same language. The
influx of Spanish-speaking students into Miami, Tampa, and the coasts
of the State have given opportunities for contacts with native speakers
and for actual practice of the language. "Operation Amigo" in Miami is
bringing young students from Latin America to visit with students in
the United States.

Of the 555 secondary schools, 118 or 21 percenc are now equipped
with language laboratories, most of which are adequate.

The most immediate needs in Florida are for training elementary
teachers to handle FLES programs. There are no such training program's

now in any college, university, or junior college of the State, State,-

wide conferences on current trends in modern foreign language teaching
are also needed, the most urgent being one on junior high school and
elementary school levels. The Supervisor would like the help of an
additional clerical staff member, and more money for demonstration
equipment.
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GEORGIA

The two Consultants and the Coordinator in Modern Foreign
Languages made speciai efforts during the past yeav to develop FLES
Programs through conierences with school administrators, lecture-
demonstrations before elementary school groups, and workshops and
inservice training courses consisting of from 10 to 30 hours of
scheduled work for teachers.

bore than 26 major workshops involving 1162 teachers and school
administrators were held, and the Foreign Language Staff also partici-
pated in 123 conferences devoted totally or mainly to foreign languages.
They visited 321 elementary and secondary schools for observation and
to make suggestions for improving existing programs or planning new ones.

The Consultants made efforts to familiarize themselves with the
more important new foreign language teaching materials, of which a
number were purchased by the State Department of Education fo:: the use
of Staff in demonstrations and for examination by visitors to the
Department. A total of 176 demonstrations involving tha use of newer
foreign language teaching techniques were given before teacher groups
and PTA's.

The Staff participated in planning and follow...up evaluations of
acquisition projects, on invitation, and visited approximately 200
schools for planning or evaluating such projects. The numb-i: of pro-

jects approved in 1961-62 was 1472 (320 FLES, 484 secondary school,
and 168 combined) in contrast to 1133 in 1960-61.

Three issues of The Arqh, the State foreign language newsletter,
wtre developed and distributed jointly with t' University of Georgia.
Learning...Th=1a, a study of FLES programs I-1 Georgia, and the teachers'
guide for kau_Ialj_amio.os? were completed and distributed, along with
a number of publications from other agencies.

Gains were registered in increased modern foreign ranguage
enrcllmints at the high school level, from 20,938 in 1953-59 to 38,269
in 1961-62. Second..ye-ar enrollments rose during the same period from
5,695 to 12,052, third-year from 139 to 1,141, and fourth-year from
0 to 298. Wide sampling of classroom work over the same period indi-
cated that the quality of instruction was notably tmproved also. in

1953-59 about 5,000 elementary school children were studyiiig foreign
languages; the number grew to approximately-65,000 in 1961-62. Hore
and more school systems are adopting a long-range foreign language
program that reaches frora grade 3 or 4 through senior high school.
School administrators, for the most part, now look with favor on
foreign language study and will support this part of the curriculum
with their prestige as well as financially.
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As of June 30, 1962, there were approximately 75 language labora.
tories in public high schools and an estimated additional 125 partial

laboratory installations° Abcut 38 pereent of Georgias public high
schools thus have electrordc equipment available for language study.
About 14 percent of the schools are adequately equipped.

More funds are required at local system levels for matching

purposes and more money at the State level for acquisition of publica-
tions and sample materials for distribution to teachers and school
administrators and for use in demonstrations and inservice training

programs. More State staff is needed to meet service requeots of local
school systems and more facilities for making surveys of programs, for

compiling teacher rosters, and for restudyiag foreign language teacher

certification problems. Staff time is required to develop adequate
relationships with colleges in order to stimulate training of more
modern foreign language teaehsrs and to improve the training of many
of those naw working in the State. Although college foreign language
enrollments have increased greatly, not enough college language depart .
ments are cooperating with their own teacher training departments in
meeting the need for more and better trained elementary and secondary
school language teachers. Four or five more years 'will be needed to
complete the FLES program in Georgia through direct work with elementary

school administrators and teachers.

BAWAII

The Wogram Specialist for Foreign Languages held work seminars
on teaching approach, and classroom methods and techniques. He worked
closely with personnel in the Untversity of Hawaii Asian Languages
Department as well as the other Language Departments. With the Univer .

sity and the Department of Education Teaeher Certification Committee,
he suggested !mprovements in teacher preparation and certification
requirements.

He made continual visitations to all teachers involved in pilot
projects and participated in the planning, approval, and follow-up of
all mcdern foreign language acquisition projects. Foreign language

enrollments at all levels increased from 3,000 in 1959 to 14,000 last
year, Most schools are offering third-year courses. In nearly every

case, FLES students have the opportunity of continuing their study of

the same language in intermediate school; and those beginning in
intermediate school may study the same language in high school. An
extensive program was developed in the elementary schools for instruc-
tion in Chinese (Mandarin), Japanese, and Hindi. In the intermediate

schools, Asian languages mere introduced and more courses in Western
languages were added.
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The current trend in equipment projects at the secondary level is

for electronic classrooms; at the elementary school level, a tape recorder
and a record player is found in nearly every classroom where foreign lan-

guage is offered. At least 95 percent of secondary schools in Hawaii now
have language laboratory equipment, which is adequate in virtually all

cases.

A problem continues in the acquisitions program because of delays
in delivery of materials ordered from the mainland. Communications are

slow and difficult. At the State level, a program assistant is needed,
with a field assistant in each of the neighboring islands, as well as
three on Oahu.

A language coordinator is also required to extend and maintain
the quality of the FLES program.

IDAHO

The State Supervisor of Hodern Foreign Languages placed emphasis
during the year on acquainting teachers with the merits of an audio-

lingual language approach.

She held no teacher workshops during the year, but attended the
sectional meetings of the three fall teachers' conferences to discuss
summer study programs and teacher exchange programs wial ti-tem; partici-

pated in the Pacific Northwest Conference of Foreign Langu,ge Teachers
as chairman of the working voup on New Ideas on Certification of
Foreign Language Teachers; and addressed a Delta Kappa Gamma group.

Her stress in working with district administrators and foreign
language teachers in preparing Title III projects was improvement of

instruction rather than acquisition of equipment as the prime motive

of the project.

All schools with completed projects were visiteds and all those
with language laboratories, except one. A fop.ow-up. visit was also

made to all those requesting information and publications on language
laboratories. Visits were made to schools using audio-lingual oriented
materials, and to those using texts on the State adoption list. The

schools were identified through -3, teacher survey made earlier which

included a questten on texts used in the FL programs. The number of

visitations umde during the year totaled 481 of which 40 were to senior
high schools, 6 to junior high schools, and 2 to elementary schools.

Studies of senior high school FL enrollments over the last four
years and for grades 7 and 8 for the last two years wtre completed and

teacher rosters prepared. These were distributed along with the Idaho
State Department of Education publication Guidelines for the Lanauage
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Laboratory, and a list of third-year FL programs in the State, compiled
from a survey the year before. Infurmation and announcements of interest
to FL teachers were also sent periodically. The S upervisor contri buted

to each of the four issuas of the Idaho Language Teacher's rn which

appeared during the year.

Some evidences of progress in improving instruction were enroll-
ment increases in secondary-school MFL classes, and lengthening of the

sequences of study in several. One city school system is :low beginning
a 5- or 6-year sequence of both French and Spanish is grade 7. Most

FLES programs in Idaho are Spanish and now begin at grade 6; some school
districts are planning to follow up with a grade 7.12 sequence.

By fall 1962, one-third of the State's MFL teachers had been
retrained, and a marked change in attitudes toward language teaching
could be observed. The new state certification requiements for
secondary-school :1FL teachers came into effect Septem'oer 1962.

The number of FL laboratories continues to inerease with 11 high
schools now so equipped, and with an addiLional 4 plalLnQd for fall 1962.
Of the 11, 7 are adequate for present enrollments, Irt addition to com-

plete laboratories, many of the school districts still_ ordering minimal
electro-mechanical equipment are also considering complete audio-active
and audio-active-record laboratories with from 10 to 30 student positions.
All the FL laboratory equipment now in secondary schools of the State has
been acquired through Titie III funds,

The Supervisor felt that teachers, administrators, and the lay
public in Idaho still tend to be passive to educational reeds in foreign
languages, but that progress is being made. Funds for supervisory and
related services are insufficient to provide the consultative services
needed in addition to those given by the State Supervisor. Idaho has
106 school systems, widely scattered over a large geographical area.

ILLINOIS

During the past year major emphasis was placed on inservice
workshops for teachers and conferences, using outstanding foreign lan-
guage teachers of the State as directors, assistant directors, or con-
sultants. There were 12 basic language laboratory workshops of 10
weekly 3-hour meetings for 20 participants in each; one advanced
laboratory workshops of 6 weekly 3-hour sessions, each for 15 partici.-
pants; and 10 workshops meeting all day on 3 consecutive Saturdays on
methods, techniques, materials, and equipment. Since the fall of 1959,
52 series of all 4 types of workshops have been held with a total
participation of 955 persons.
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Special conferences were also held. The all-day Conference on
the Training of Foreign Language Teachers in Illinois UAS devoeed to
preservice and inservice training levels and involved 65 administrative
officers and foreign language staff members of 42 teacher-eezining
institutions in the StEte. A follow-up committee consisting of tfte 3
diseussion leaders, witit the assistance of State Consultants, met
several times to formulate resolutions and recommendations to be sub-
mitted to the partici2ants for their approval, It is expected that

the committee will begin this fall to carry on the work initiated at
the Conference, A 3-day workshop conference on foreign language
instrcction for 95 administrators and curriculum personnel was held,
An evaluation of this conference will be made by a research team, based
on questionnaires, and recordings and notes of the sessions. A publi-
cation containing the speeches, major points of discussion, and the
questionnaire analysis is to appear in fall 1962.

The Consultants worked closely with the workshop directors and
made 51 planning session and uorkohop vieits. They also perticipated in
county and district institutes, wheee they demonstrated methods, materials,
and techniques. In collaboration with the loeal school districts they
made 3 regional TV presentations, They worked with the l'oreign Language
Advisory Committee, which met sevexal times and made a number of
recommendations.

They helped plan NDEA Summer Institutes and visit.ed a number of
them, One of the Consultants was on the staff of ths 5..Lere.er 1961 NDEA

institute at the University of Wisconsin, and another lias -4.1 the staff

the Summer 1962 NDEA Mundelein-Loyola Institute, During the past
summer there were several meetings of a subcommittee of the Illinois
FLES Committee to plan the writing of specific chapters of tha projected
guide,

The Consultants for Foreign Language had a total of 192 general
planning and field conferences during the year; fulfilled 64 speaking
engagements at institutes, meetings, and conferences; attended and
participated in 64 regional, State, and national conventions, conferences,
and professional meetings; and held 117 Staff conferences.

A Consultant makes a visit when the local district indicates
intent to submit an acquisition project, at which time the needs of the
school in relation to the local situation are discussed with adminis-
trative and teaching personnel. He frequently gave demonstrations in
conjunction with his visits during the planning stages of the project.
The draft of the project is then reviewed by the Consultant and further
discussed with school personnel before final approval is given by the
Consultant, the Chief Consultant, and the Title III Supervisor. During
the reviewing process, all projects from a district are considered
together on the basis of one foreign language program, In coanection
with letters of intent to participate from 355 school districts, the .

Staff had a total of 486 pre-application and application consultations.
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Applications this year demonstrated that an emphasis was being placed
on developing course outlines appropriate to an audio-lingual approach
and that much time was spent reviewing basic materials and texts before
submitting projects. Hany recent projects gave greater emphasis to
multisensory materials and 1113I3 culturally accurate visual materials;
several junior high schools aad smaller high schools had projects for
correlated instructional materials for portable or partial language
laboratory equipment. Project evaluation is still largely subjective,
but the Consultants made 39 program evaluations at the request of school
districts, in contrast to 2 in 1960-61,

The Staff was able to respond to only 93 of the 115 requests
from public school districts and 15 from private schools for consultative
services without participation in Title III.

The Illinoja FqrwimiLangueee New0.ettne: was published monthly
and sent to a mailing list of about 5:800. The workshop and conference
directors in the State reeeived a listing of the approximately 1000
items available for Ioan from the Foreign Language Materiels Cmter in
Springfield, so that they naght request any item for eemoaserceion
pirposes, and loan items in quantities slIfficient to cover mkroIlments
by foreign language were mailed out, Seveeal publications were developed
for limited distribution, such as foreign language teaeher rosters, lists
of schools with FLES programs, and -announcements of various kinds, A
survey of FLES programs in grades K-0 was completed, and one of foreign
language enrollments in public schools, grades 7-12.

Research studies in Illinois include a :3-year project, begun in
1961-62 to investigate the validity end effectiveness of closed-circuit
TV instruction in Spanish to all pupils In grades 3-8 in 4 elementary
schools in Rochelle. Groups of those receiving live instruction only
will be contrasted with those receiving a combinat-ion of live and TV
instruction, A pilot project in the use of closed-cireuit TV for multi-
language instruction at all grade levels in Roselle could not be completed
during the year, but plans have been made for an outside a-gency to design
the basic research and carry out the investigation in 1962-63.

The existing FLES programs have been considerably improved, and
a number of them now only in the upper grades will shortly be extended
to intermediate grades. All new lower- or intermediate-grade programs
begun during the year were thoroughly planned. Many of the upper elemen-
tary and junior high school foreign language offerings enrolling a
significant proportion of the school population in grades 6, 7, and 8
have been strengthened by increasing the time and period allotment per
week. These programs mark a major breakthrough in language instruction
in Illinois.

In larger high schools of 750 or more students an increased
proportion elect 3 or 4 years in one foreign language rather than 2
years in each of 2, There is also more acceptance of the concept of
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Vtracking" in foreign languages for incoming students with some previous
training. An effort has been made to enroll a larger percentage of
average students in foreign languages. There are aee2itional common
foreign language offerings in some schools; in othei7s the number of for-
eign languages is being redueed in order to provide one or two strong
three- or four-year sequences, In smaller high schools a brIginning
foreign language course is now being offered every year instead of in
alternate years only.

As of June 1962, 135 full language laboratories and 60 partial
labs had been appro7ed in Illinois since the begianing of the Title III
program. La a number of instances where the 6-3-3 grade plan is in
effect and where instruction is begun in grade 7, 8, or 9, laboratory
facilities are being installed in junior high schools if tha senior :ligh
schools have them. Theee was a notable slowdown in the addition of full
laboratories during the past year, but the installation of partial or
modified audio-active systems increased in smaller high schools. A
number of schools also added to their existing installations, such as
student positions, recording facilities at student positions, or facili-
ties for the use of visuals. Relatively little in terms of systems of
equipment is being requested for lower and intermediate glades, and
general trends in requests are for less costly equipment based on a
modular concept. The foreign language laboratories in large high schools
are frequently inadequate; in smaller schools they are mostly adequate or
readily expandable.

There is an acute shortage of foreign language teachers in Illinois
at all levels, and especially of adequately trained teachers. At the
State level the Consultants in Foreign Language will work on a regional
basis and combine their efforts for specific problems if the occasion
arises. It may be possible to add one more specialist, a person whose
background is essentially technical, to help resolve architectural,
acoustical, electronic, and mechanical problems encountered in the schools,
and to help in technical evaluation of equipment«

INDIANA

The Modern Foreign Language Supervisor planned and conducted 14
one-day and 2 two-day workshops in 14 different locations. Over 225
foreign language and English teachers and administrators attended the
sessions which were devoted to such topics as a structural approach to
language teaching, an audio-lingual approach, new teaching techniques,
use of the language laboratory, materials, sequence, and new trends in
foreign language teaching. Consultants used included FLES teachers,
foreign language supervisors, school administrators, and college per-
sonnel. Demonstrations were given at the workshops, and the Supervisor
also showed new teaching te.hniques during his appearance on a commer-
cial TV program.
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The Supervieor cooperated with the Ohio State Supervisor of Modern

Foreisn Languages by pticipating in a werkshop at Yonngstown. He spoke

on pattern drills for high school use at dhe Indiana Purdue Lenguage
Laboratory Conference; peeticipated in a 2-day Indiana rus Conference,

held in cooperation widl Ball State Teadhers College; and attended and

participated in otate and nations:1 conferences of foreign language

teechers; administrators, and educetion aesociations. The Supervisor

also spoke to groups at 3 different NBEA Summer Institutes.

When project applications are received, the Supervisor carefully

reviews the progeams of the schools submitting them. If the information

supplied is inaufficient or unsatisfactory, he makes visite to the

schools. He approvee or rejeets al/ projects. W:frkshops are often

arranged as one outcome of many project applicatf.ons.

Studies were made of the effect of Title ra on modern foreign

language instruction in 5 school systems, and a card file containing

specialized information on each foreign ienguage teacher in the State

is being aet u?.

Several secondary schools have expanded their fcign language

sequences to include grades 7-12, and some systemn are now offering a

grade 3-12 program. Eteollments have riaea sherply, vIth a vin of

29.3 percent registered cince 1959. At fhe same time drep-euts have

decreased: more stmlents have speaking competency, and the;-e has been

an increase in the number of language majors at colleges mid

universities.

Approximately one-third of Indiana high schools are equipped with

some sort of language laboratory, varying from a full lab to a console

with monitoring facilities and student ulke earphones. About three-

fourths of these are adequate for the foxeign language students enrolled.

In early 1959 there were no language laboratories in Indiana high schools;

now there are about 200.

More supervisory staff is needed, and a reduction in the amount of

clerical work now performed by the one Supervisor. Funds for supervisory

work at the local level would be useful.

IOWA

Regional consultants were used to carry on Title III modern foreign

language activities in Iowa.

They evaluated 69 project applications, visited three school dis-

tricts to discuss their modern foreign language curriculums, visited TV

stations in connection with FLES Spanish programs, and collected

materials for the State Curriculum Library. In participation with a

committee, new State course guides in modern foreign languages were

developed. An analysis of Iowa modern foreign language teachers and

brief evaluations of the use of equipment, materials, and laboratories
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obtained through Title III funds were made. The State Title III pur-

chase guide was revised.

Thprp has been a marked decrease in correspondence courses in

modern foreign languages

Forty-nine foreign language laboratories were installed in Iowa
high schools from 1953-52.

The funds allotted to Iowa are insufficient to meet all applica-

tion requests. Many local superintendents and school board members
believe that Title III aid should extend to other areas of instruction.

KANSAS

The Nodern Foreign Language Consultant participated in numerous
conferences and wrote several articles for public:atioas in or:1,2r to

create interest in modera foreign languages. He worked with school
administrators, colleges, and an advisory committee to develop standards

for teachers as well as teacher aids.

The Consultant approved all mode'm foreign language projects and
aided schools in setting up language labJratories and in selecting
equipment and materials.

He made two studies to determine the number of foreign language
majors graduating from Kan6as institutions of higher learningone for
1961 and the other for 1962. Another study concerned foreign language
enrollments and offerings in the schools of the State. Technt2uss of

Ta2s Preparation and Duplication with %Ispestions for th2 Lailguam
laboutory was published and distributed to all language teachers in
the State, and the Consultant assisted in the preparation of the State
foreign language newsletter.

KENTUCKY

There was no State dodern Foreign Language Supervisor during the
past year. The Coordinator of the NDEA reported the encouragement of
foreign language laboratories where trained teachers were available,
and the procurement of limited electronic equipment where teachers have
not been trained in the operation of a complete laboratory.

During the year an increase was reported in the number of offer-
ings, some at the elementary school level, and in numbers of students

enrolled. Problems related to acquisitions have been double, a lack
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of matching money, and eeleeting the best equipment possible with the
limited funds available.

LOUISIANA

A full-time Saperisor of ForeLgn Languasea for Lauleiena was
added in 1961-62. She hei.d a 2--leek workstop for 25 e,eetentary school

teachera cf French and Zpenish, at wh one high schc.cl .:eachea and
one eleamentary schoal teaelter ulth Inetitute erperience wel.:e used as
staff members. The weet4mge were OA mernlng, Maday t'aroue,la friday.
The Cypevisor held an all,day parieh workshop !ler 4 Trieh sehoal
foreign language teachers, and anof-hex fo:: 50 teachers dkJided by
le,Ageage and level at the State Louieiana Teacbers' Asseeiation divi-
sional and sectional meetings, at which 2 college forega language
teaehe.i:s and 4 h`egh sehool foreign lenguege teechers served AC;

consultants, She werk=td vith 37 methods teaehers and teir students
in two different groeTs and also conferred with elemenry Inc; high
school teachere in a private school. Subjeets discuaaed ir
methods, selection of materWs, new Stata-adopted texts, e2keetive
use of materials and equiptiett, aled services given by tne State
Depaftnent of Education under Title III. An orientation confeaerce
for 40 teachers, administrators, and the station manager yes held
bafore the beginning of the TV FLE3 Spaniah leeaons, arid an evaluation
and planning conference for 30 of the same personnel taward the close
of the series.

When requested to do so, the Supervisor gives advice on evipment
and materials acquiaition projects. She studies all Title ILl modern
foreign language project applications in terms of the local situation,
approves them, and plans to evaluate the use of equipment and materials
during visits made to schools. During the last year 143 modern foreign
language projects were approved, and 54 vieits made to elerentary and
high sehools. The Supervisor follawed the visits by conferences with
teachers, principals, and parish supervisors.

Three issues of the State foreign language newsletter were
prepared and program materials of various kinds. They wtre distributed
along with other materials Freviously prepazed and several publications
duplicated from other sources.

Surveys were made of the 1.961-62 enrollments by language in
public and private elementary and secondary schools, of the number of
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secondary foreign language teachers in Louisiana lacking Institute

experience, of the teachers having attended an Institute in a foreign

language other than the one they are teaehing, and of the teachers
taking foreign language courses during summer 1961 and/or traveling in

foreign countries. A follow-up study was made on Louisiana participants
in Institute programs to see how many remain in foreign language teaching.

A pilot program in FLES French in 2 schools in Iberia Paris was
begun in March and is to be expanded in 1962-63. A TV Spanish FLES

series Rosita_y_Eanchio was ofiered twice a week in 16 schools in 2

systems in the city of Monroe and Ouichita Parish, using the State
Department of Education owned and operated station, Fifty-eignt class-

room teachers were involved, and 1,559 children in grades 3, 4, and 5

who were taking Spanish for the first time.

One indication of improved achievement was the high rank Louisiana

secondary school students made in Freneh contests and plaeement tests.
Sequences have been lengthened to enroll 233 additional pupils in fourth-
year French aver the previous year; third-year German and th3rd-year
Russian were being offered for the first time in the State; and the
French TV FLES program P%..:49.ps Fuagilis, begun in 1960-61,was expanded
to include the second level in 1961-62 so that a total of 83 schools and
16,313 children were participating; and enrollments at all levels of FLES,
through grade 8 increased,

The trends in project applications for equipment acquisitions for
FLES were for tape recorders and/or record players; for jelor and senior
high schools they were for language laboratory classrooms or extra-room
laboratories. Fourteen installations were added in 1961-62. Most were
of the listen-respond type, but several also had student recording
facilities, and some were listen only. About 50 percent of the State
public secondary schools are equipped with language laboratory facilities,
and of this number about 25 percent are adequate.

The supervisory personnel has not been able to visit all schools
with appraved projects because of insufficient State Department funds,
and on the local level there is also need for more matching funds. More

demonstrations of meterials and equipment should be given teachers and
supervisors, and pilot programs begun in areas where there is still much
resistance to new methods and use of equipment. In the French section
of the State, experimentation needs to be made with methods better adapted
to the needs of children who already understand or speak Louisiana French.
At least one additional foreign language supervisor is required to carry
on the State program adequately.
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MAINE

The State plan was amended to make eligible for participation in
Title III modern foreign langeege projects those administraeive units
having a 3-year sequence with at least 40 pupils enrolled.

The State Supervisor of Modern Foreign Languages held a one-day
workshop for about 80 teschers and administrators, using as consultants
college FLFS methods teachers, FLES c1ass m teacners, and consultants
from Fleigl:p.TeArn94.1..s., He also had 12 two-hour worksho?s on pettern
drills in centers throughout the State for more than 120 teachers.

Ail acquisition projects required approval by the Supervisor. In
nearly all projects invo?Niag language laboratories, he works from the
beginning with administratoKs and teachers; in approving the proposed
lab space shown by arCeiceetural plans of new school buildings, he has
worked directly with the architect in several instanees. Evaluation of
the projects was usually done during school visits.

Studies of foreign language enrollments, teachers, and language
laboratory equipment were made, and the foreign langusge section of

Learningin Grades L. 8 and 9 was revised for fall distribution.
Foto:. issues of the State foreign language newsletter and a guide
Suee,§tions for thp Lasi3itage Laboratory in Maine Seccnciiiriheolis were
prepared and distributed,

Among the gains to be noted are the facts that a preglam leading
to a French FLES specialty was introduced at one Maine teachers college,
and that teacher colleges in the State are beginning to recommend that
applicants present at least two years of foreign language study for
admission. The total number of public school students enrolled In
modern foreign languages during 1961-62 was 11,787, compared to 10,836
in 1960-61 and 8,567 in 1951-59. German enrollments doubled during
the past yeari with new prograsis in three schools, and three-year
sequences in German are now found in five schools, Eleven schools
added a third year of French making a total of 73 public secondary
scheols with a three-year sequence. Three schools added a fourth year
of French, for a total of seven schoola now effering this sequence.

During the 1961-62 school year, eleven language laboratories
were installed in Naine secondary sehools; this represents the greatest
number of installations in a single year. In 1953 there were only two
laboratories, both of the listen-respond type. By the end of the
1961-62 school year, laboratories with listen-respond facilities or
better were found in 19 secondary sehools and in one elementary school,
with seven more scheduled for installation during the summer. Listen
laboratories are found in at least 15 other secondary sehools. Of the
216 senior high schools in the State 9 percent have listen-xespond or
better laboratories, and another 6 percent have listen only equipment.
Five schools plan to install listen-respond laboratories this summer.
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Title III funds were used in the majority of the laboratories.

One of the major problems in the State is the number of small
selools not eligible to participaze undce. Title III; in men7 ethers
laneuage teachers withvot a major may teach two or three differsnt
subjects. The inadequate preparation of many teachers, especially at
the elementary school level constitutes a serious problem. In the
sparsely settled area there are too few foreign language teachers for
effective workshops. There are too few language teachers being graduated
ftorn Maine colleges to fill vacancies; and once a yoong teacher has
attended an NDEA Institue, he tends to accept a positioa in southern
New England where salaries are much higher than in the State. More
funds are needed for supervisory and related services at the State
level.

MARYLAND

Maryland has a one-half time Supervisor of Instruction in charge
of modeen foreign languages. She held a series of one-day tei-county
workshops for all secondary school foreiga language teachers; a TV work.
shop for selected 4th, 5th, and 6th grade teachers in four counties; a
ewo-day meeting for all foreign language teachers in one county; a two-
we.ek conference for training FLES specialists in one couaty; and an
eighteueek production workshop for continuing the development of audio..
Lingual curriculum materials in French and Spanish.

She encouraged intervisitation of teachers and administrators
throughout the State, and spent much time and effort workirg for articu-
lation between school levels. The Supervisor worked with local supervisors
of foreign languages or with indtvidual boards of eduoation, principals,
and teachers in planning acquisition projects, and had the responsibility
of approving projects,, in so far as was possible, she later observed the
use of materials and equipment acquired. Liaison was maintained with
colleges and NDEA Institutes. The Supervisor spoke at a session of one
Institute, and has been working closely with State teachers colleges in
an effort to improve the foreign language instruction given thereo

She worked closely with the editor of the State foreign language
news;etter on issues printed during the year. Under her direction the
following courses of study were developed: Frenchl_ande.,5.;
Pradc 6; Frgilca Lcni.II (Grade 7, Grade 9); French
and Andio4iwu4A SDanish. Part 2 (manual and tapes). ExL7tssi.ens
gIassrono Use, with an accompanying tape, and a bulletin of games and
songs for French FILES were also made available.

The Supervisor continued to work with the Researeh Department of
Hontgomery County on its 6-year research program. A listening comprehen
sion test was developed and given to all 4th, 7th and 9th grade studentsg,
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This is the first battery of tests to be constructed under the program.
She also worked with the Montgomery County supervisars in preparing an
8th grade placement test for students who had taken French in grades 7
and 8, and is collaborating with a State Committee to develop a FLES

curriculum design,

For the first time in Maryland, every one of the local school
units offered a minimum 3-year sequence of foreign language study in at
least one school, and modern foreign language offerings and enrollments
are constantly iaxcreasing. There is less traditional teaching, an
increased ust; of new media and materials, better understanding of the
problems of continuity and therefore better planning by administrators
to solve thel,:, Alth(y2gh Maryland has not yet officially stated its
policy on FLE:::; teacher certification, individual teachers have been

certified In actual practice, certification for FLES teachers has
been put into effect.

One problem is the assigning, of some teachers to foreign lan-
Guage classes when it is not their major interest and they la7:k the
necessary preparation. Reruitment of an adequately prepared staff is
difficult in some counties where the foreign language progv3ms are small
and salaries are below those of richer counties. Another major problem
is the inadequate or complete lack of programs for the training of
modern foreign languages at either elementary or secondary school
levels in the State colleges.

MASSACHUSETTS

During the year the Title III program in Massachusetts emphasized
the extension and expansion of wor!:shops for teachers, and assistance to
local schools in planning language laboratories and expanding existing
ones.

Fourteen area center workshops, each for 18 teachers, were held
to consider an audio-lingual approach to language teaching, pattern
practice, new materials, and language laboratory practices. Each had
5 sessions at intervals of about one month. A 2.week workshop for 24
teachers was arranged by the Supervisor of Modern Foreign Languages
and held at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, with MIT faculty
members employed as consultants to run it* A one and one-half day lan-
guav laboratory workshop was held for the foreign language teachers at
one high school when their lab was installed, and a similar one lasting
one-half day at another school. Eight outstanding instructors helped
the Supervisor provide a total of 89 in-training sessions for about
400 teachers,

He arranged and held a series of 14 conferences on foreign lan-
guages for administrators, department heads, and guidance personnel.
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The sessions were well attended by department heads and teachers, but
representation from the other groups was disappointingly small. The
Supervisor felt more successful in reac'eing administrators through
arrangiag, moderating, and serving on penels on Nodern Foreige Languages

In Junior High Schools at the Masseuhusetts Junior High School Principals
Aeeoeiption, on CnntinuTty in Nodarn Foreign Laneuacte Proarams at the
State Conference of Secoadary School Prinnipals, and on Foreign Languages
in the Elementary School at the New England School Superintendents Asso-

clacion.

The Supervisor made 9 formal and informal presentations to groups
of students, teachers, and parents on such subjects as foreign languages
and the curriculum: improvement of foreign language programs, teacher
certification, FLES, and the relaZdonship of the teaching of English to
the teaehing of foretga languages. Also he participated in four annual,
two regional, and one State foreign language meeting.

He served as a consultant on foreign language laboratories to a
school committee, and also to a school building committee, and partici-
pated in the evaluation program of the New EllgIand Ae::oeatioa of
Colleges and Secondary Schools by serving on the visication committee

at three high schools.

With his assistance, the Advisory Committee formulated recommenda-
tions for the improvement of modern foreign language teacher certifica-

tion. Descriptions of their FL programs were collected from many school
systems throughout the State, a selection has been made, e-ld a manuscript
is being prepared for fall publication under the title Cuuent Practices

jn Foreign Lgaguac,es.

A bulletin called Imenyergent offoreisalampage_PuLrams in
Ma.ssechusettsLA Basic guide, previously prepared by the Advisory
Comittee was printed and widely distributed outside as well as within
the State. The Supervisor contributed an article to each issue of the
State foreign language newsletter. He reviews and approves all project
applications, and participates in the initial planning when requested
to do so. If the project is not approvable, he telephones or makes a
visitation to improve it. The language laboratory continues to be the
focal point in the acquisition of equipment and materials. In order

to assist in the planning, the preparation of specifications, using
Title III financial assistance, as well as to observe the operation
and to advise on improvements, approximately two-thirds of the Super-
viso-:'s 96 school visits during the past year directly related to the
language laboratory. School visits were ordinarily arranged through
the school administration.

Nassachusetts secondary schools now offer 9 different modern
foreign languages: French, Spanish, German, Italian, Portuguese,
Russian, Poli3h, Hebrew, and modern Greek, in dew:eil-:;ing order of

enrollment. Data for the 1960-61 academic year shooed that only 3
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high schools out of 241 high and junior-senior high schools did not offer
a modern foreign language. Of 199 junior high schools 40 did not offer
any foreign language language, but only ooe of these contained grades
7, 8, and 9, At the sonior high school level (In 3- and 4-year sohools)
50 new courses in modern foreign languages were added over the previous
year--22 first-year, 2 second-year, 16 third-year, 9 fourth-year, and
one advanced placement. At the junior high school level 69 new courses
were added--40 in grade 7, 17 in grade 3, and 12 in grade 9. A survey
of FLES made by the Elementary Office showed gains over the 1959-60
figures. During that year 39 school systems (cities and towns) used
TV and 43 systems had regular programs for a total of 132. In 1961-62,
based on returns of about 90 percent of 1739 public elementary school
systems of the State, 99 school systems used TV, 60 used specialists,
and 1:2 used a combination of TV and specialists, for a total of 160
systems in 818 schools. The data shows that sequences are being length .
ened by an earlier introduction and by offering more advanced courses;
that continuity is being sought by offering cources in junior high
school between FLES and sensor high school; and that many languages
new to the schools are being introduced.

Latest figures from the State office show that there are 194
permanent language laboratories either in use or under contract for
installation and use for fall 1962. This represents an increase of 35
over 1961. Sixteen latos were also either expanded or improved. Last
year 15 junior high schools had labs; the number has noe doubled,
representing a continuation of a trend and a policy eacou-,-ad by the
Supervisor, Of approximately 450 secondary schools, &yea': or 35
percent, now have some kind of permanent installaeion of leboratory
equipment, In most cases it is inadequate to take care of present
enrollments. One school now has 2 class-size labs, and at least 2 new
schools about to be constructed will contain 2 or more labs, Title III
financial assistance uns a major factor in the installation of all but
a handful of the laboratories.

The Supervisor sees the effectiveness of his work with adminis-
trators as one factor in I) the volume of project applications, 2) the
quality of most of the language laboratories, and 3) the expansion and
extension of offerings in modern foreign languages.

MICHIGAN

In the absence of a State Foreign Language Consultant, the
services of a 20-member Committee on Hodern Foreign Language Instruction
functioned, in collaboration with staff of the State Department of
Public Instruction.

The Committee arranged one workshop for FLES teachers on methods,
use of new teaching materials and equipment, and teaching machines.
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Other such workshops are planned. Their major project of the year was
the preparation of a bulletin §uapested ,utlines for Teachins_nodern
Foreign_LanJ.n_Michigan whicn was distributed to all
schools in the State.

The Title III staff reviewed all project applications. In

1961-62 they approved the purchase of foreign language laboratories or
additional facilities for 73 school districts in 34 comties. The
total number of labs increased from 31 in 1960-61 to wall over 100,
with more to be completed within the next few months.

Adequate consultant, supervisory, and related services could
not be provided because of the failure of the State Legislature to
appropriate funds for the employment of State staff,

MINNESOTA

The Hodern Foreign Language Consultant arranged and conducted a
two-day Dlinnesota Foreign Language Conference in the spring of both 1961
and 1962 to provide opportunity to hear naeionally-knovn figures in the
field discuss current issues in foreign language teaching. Sessions
were also allotted to the examination of exhibits of materials and
equipment. The 300 persons attending included elementary, secondary,
and college teachers, school administrators, and college students. He
also conducted 3 foreign language workshops of one day or less in length
to acquaint teachers with new materials. Three were fted regionally in
cooperation with the Liinnesota Education Association; the other five
were held with administrators and foreign language teachers of school
districts. One of the latter groups wts devoted to foreign language
laboratories. The combined attendance was 204. With the assistance
of an advisory group and Department of Education pe5:sonnel, the Consul-
tant planned and gave a presentation on teaching machines and programmed
learning 62 times to 6,300 petsons.

In most cases during the past year schools got in touch with the
Consultant before submitting project applications for equipmeat. He
was thus able better to work with foreign language teachers and adminis-
trators in selecting equipment and in the implications such acquisitions
had for curriculum and methodology.

The Consultant made liaison visits to NDEA Institutes 'od met
with the Advisory Committee on Foreign Languages several tima. One
session was devoted to problems of establishing foreign language
programs in junior high schools, several to plans for a Sate foreign
language curriculum guide, and others to inservice training programs--
particularly for FLES teachers and secondary school teachers with
language labs.
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The Committee for Instruction of French Through Television grew

out of meetings of the Advisory Committee on Foreign Languages held to

examine the possibility of televising Pitelonp_FlInqpIA in Ndhnesota.

The program was begue in fe:l 1961 and 1;111 conelnue with the first and

second levels in 1962-53. Tvo pilot Inservice tvaining progams begun

in the past year at the insigatien (if the Consultant also concerned TV

The University of tqinaesota Eaeension Division gave a course for 15

classroom teachers who give follow-up instructicn to their pupils after

a televised FLES German courseg The College of Stt, Teresa gave instruc-

tion for 30 alementaTy teachers involved in the televised FLES course

YaYiablamosEiRgiol.

The Departmenc of Education continued to publish the State foreign

language newsletter, and the Consultant cocperated with the Minnesota

School Facilitiee Council in the development of the publication Facalan

Laneeege Facilitjes in 149h SC19,0C1

A serious deficiency in ninnesota has been the abseace of a strong
statewide organization including all the foreign language teachers. The

Consultant initiated action to found such an organizaZden at a special

meeting. Interim officers were elected and plans made to hold a state-

wide meeting ia October.

Total enrollments in foreign languages have grown, vith increased

numbers in junior high schools and in chird- and foee-rh-year senior high

school classes; FLES enrollments also inereased from abeee ?,0,000 to an

estimated 35,000 during the past year. One school system -eow has a

sequence from grade 5-12; another now having a 4-year seniar high school

sequence in Spanish and a 3-year course in French plans to begin a

sequence from grade 742 in French, German, and Spanish in fall 1962.

About 10 percent of Einnesota secondary schools now have language
lab equipment, but many of these will handle only a palet of a class at

a time. Only one lab has been installed without Title III ald.

More foreign language teachers are being produced in response to

the demand. In 1951 only 6 secondary school foreign language teachers

were graduated from the University of Minnesota; in 1962 there were 45.

With the resignation of the nodern Foreign Lanavage Consultant,

the State faces the problem of recruitment of a replaeenent, which is

difficult at the salary the State is permitted to pay. The major need

in the language program is inservice training for teacheis to accompany

purchases of equipment and materials.
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MISSISSIPPI

During the year one Consultant of Modern Foreign Languages was
employed on a part-time basis. With the assistance of the State Advisory
Committee, he helped plan and conduct 9 woekshops in s:,-voral sections of
the State. An average of 15 teachers attended each workshop, which
consisted of lectures, and demonstrations of audio-lingnal methods using
mateeials and equipment He served as Associate Director of the 1961 and
1962 NDEA Summer Insti'-utes at the University of Mississippi.

He helped plan a few projects for language laboratories and acquisition
of other materials and equipment. With the State Advisory Committee and
a i'isiting consultant, he revised the teacher's manual for Spanish FLES.
The Consultant also aided the teacher who All give Spanish FLES by TV
in Tupelo this fall.

The Consultant's evaluations of a good many materials and of some
equipment appeared in the State foreign language newsletter, along with
some other of his contributions.

A pilot program in Spanish FLES in Oxford, stimulated by the Cone.
sultant during the summer of 1960, is now a three-year programo Another
meesure of effectiveness is that more schools are now offering courses
beyond the first- and second-year levels All the 30 secondary school
foreign language laboraturies now in the State, in about 10 percent of
the schools, are adequate.

At least one full-t3me person to serve as foreign language consul-
tant is needed, with a staff of consultants to help plan ar.d conduct

inservice programs of longer duration, and more equipmeht is also required
for use in the training programs. A major problem is that the colleges
:n Mississippi are still following traditional methods of instruci:ion
and are not turning out teachers trained in newer appreaches to language
teaching.

IASSOURI

Two wurkshops in modern foreign languages were conducted for 50 .
60 teachers each. Participants were asked to pass on what they learned
to their fellow teachers, and school administrators were urged to use
participants who completed a workshop series as a nucleus in setting up
a local inservice program.

Visitations to local school districts to help teachers and admin-
istrators were made on an invitation basis, and to almlst all districts
having teachers enrolled in a workshop series, also on a request basiso
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Outlines or bulletins were completed in connection with the
inservice edie:rtici eorkshop series, and modern foreign language news-
letters were procuced. Uith the assistance of a state-wide couenitteet
a foreign language guide is now being prepared fox completion and
publication in late 1962.

A survey of representative items from project applications
covering the period from the beginning of Missouri's Title III program
through May 31, 1961 listed 53 language laboratories. Another survey
showed that school superintendent reaction to Title III was generally
favorable.

No replacement has as yet been found for the State Modern Foreign
Language Consultant who left in March 1962, Another problem is that a
number of eligible school districts are not participating in acquisition
programs, apparently because of inability to provide matching funds.

MONTANA

No formal series of workshops was held by the Foreign Language
Supervisor during the past yeer, but he met with almost all the foreign
language teaching staffs of four or more members. Most of the sessions
were from 2-4 hours and were held mainly to determine pfoblem areas and
to identify teacher leaders. He also had other workxer: of up to two
and one-half days in length working with teachers in tmms -ejth new
language programs, and spent some time on a combined workehop-evaluation
of one school. The Supervisor attempts to make as great Us2 as possible
of good foreign language teachers throughout the State fox consultative
services.

He was a consultant, spoke, or participated in some other capacity
in 11 meetings or conferences of professional, student, or civic groups.
MS subjects included student exchanges advances in foreign language
teaching, the status of foreign languages in dontana, fcreign languages
and the curriculum, FLES, and foreign languages by television.

As one of his services, he copied over 350 hours of recorded
materials for foreign language teachers during the year. Some of the
recording involved rearrangement, or incorporation of some original
material planned and recorded by the Supervisor. He also weote and
had recordings made of aural comprehension tests in French and Spanish
for first-year stutients. Results of tests used in several schools are
being evaluated. Considerable work was done on a project requesting
foundation support for establishing educational TV in Montana. lhe
assistance was not granted, but Spanish in grade 8, begun in Missoula
in February 1962 will be continued, and Farioeg Franala will be
available in the Butte area.
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The Supervisor's responsibilities for projects include helping
with the planning, apploval, and evaluation, He made up a directory of
Montana foreign language teachers, did a study on the teachers, another
on foreign language e.etollments, and distributed various typos of
information on request:

By the time installation of language laboratories now planned in
ontana schools is complete, at least one-fourth of the secondary school
teachers of the State will have aecess to language laboraory facilities.
The Supervisor believes it doubtful that any significant puechases of
language laooratories would have been made wie'eout Title III assistance.

The size of No:thane means that the Sudervisor must be out of his
offiee for consideeabLe periods of time, and that the travel budget must
remain high, It would be advantaeeous if ancther pson could be put oo
the State staff to take care of maUers in his alisenee and to process
project applications: Additional meaay is needed foe this purpose and
also to being in consuitaats Of to reimburse Montana foreign language
teachers who have the experien and qualifications necessary to conduct
workshops on their own, Moe:, local matching fends are aLso required by
the smaller schools of the =twee,

NEBRASK4

The Title III Administrator acted as consultant in the three
fields, and the Consultantes in School Administxation and EIementary
Education spent much o2 their time irt the field acquainting adminis-
trators with the Title III program and discussing equipment and newer
concepts of programing and curriculum.

The Administrator organized aed acted as chairman for 6 confer-
ences on modern foreign ianguages and elementary mathematics held at
different places in the State. A consultant from the University of
Nebraska was used to speak on modern foreign language teaching methods,
to demonstrate language laboratories, and to lead a discussion afcerwards.
Before the sessions at one of the conferences, the Administrator discussed
the modern foreign language curriculum and teaching methods.

He visited all superintendents and schools new to the Title III
program, all completed projects, and all those schools submitting pros.
jects involving problems which could not be solved by correspondence.

At the request of the MLA, he surveyed modern foreign language
enrollments, grades 7-12, in the State for the years 1960-61 and 1961-62.
The California State publication §czgemions_fqr Te4ehLng_Epeeisn
Languces b the AudioLineuaj Met4pd was reprinted by the State
Department.
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NEVADA

Nevada

The Foreign Language Consultant conducted a series of three
2-Lour teacher meetings to evaluate a county experimental language
course in grade 3, which is to be contircled next year, From 10 - 12
junier high school teaehers and adminiseeators atzended eech session.
He held a 2-day course of study meeting which was attended by 20
secondary teachers and administrators, of wheeni4 served as consultants.
Also he helped conduct and/or served as a resource person at the Nevada
Chapter of AATSP meeting and the Sparks Classroom Teachers Association,

at both of which he demonstrated new mateIlals; at the Western States
Small Schools Project workshop where experimental programs were dis-
cussed and some of these will be implemented in 196l-62; at the National
Conference of ASCD; and at the State meeting of D elta Kappa Gamma, at
which he appeared on a FLES panel.

The Consultant has held personal conferences and discussions
with over 95 percent of the modern foreign language teechers of Nevada.
He helps plan and formulate most Title III projeets, but before a

project is approved, the sehool must show definite 1:seels for upgrading
instruetion and demonstrate how the equipment and mateeials revested
will epecifically help improve the program The Consultant evaluated
the projects with the aid of the Curriculum Director.

During the year the Consultant supplied articles to the State
foreign language newsletter, and one on the language laboratory to a
professional language journal. A roster of foreign language teachers
and enrollments was prepared, and the Ceurse of Study ff4r..1-9:,..laa

Languavs was published and distributed.

Modern foreign language enrollments in grades 9-12 continued to
rise, and gained two peeceat over the previous year in relation to the
total school population; German enrollments rose 100 percen'e in e single
year; and junior high school enrollments went from about 30 in 1960 to
540 in 1961. Lengthening of sequence was evident in both directions.
Nine scilools now offer a modern foreign language in grade 8; third-year
high school elasses went from one in 1958 to 13 in 1961, sho-qing a 100
percent gain from 1960 to 1961; two schools now offer a fouetheyear
program; and a five-year sequence (grades 3-12) is well established in
one school district, The University of Nevada will offer evening and
extension courses in foreign language instruction techniques and
materials.

Current trends in equipment requests are for language laboratories
in high schools, and portable laboratories in junior high schools and
small high schools. Approximately one-third of the high and junior high
schools are now equipped with some sort of laboratory installation, In

most cases it is apparent that two laboratories will have to be placed
in some schools, especially if enrollments continue to grow.

Among the principal needs of the State are funds to employ consul-
tants and defray the expenses of State-wide workshops and inservice
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teacher training sessions, and to purchase demonstration equipment.
Additional travel fuadc are requir,A both for use within the State and
for attendance at professional conferenees held in other states, More
clerical help is also neede.A. Disrance is a gr?ad hendicap in Nevada.
Even when trips are carefully planned, about one-third of the visits
felt necessary must be eliminated because of lack of funds.

NEW IWTSHIRE

In conjunction with the educational TV station, the Director of
Foreign Language Instruction conducted two workshops for FLES teachers,
based primarily on ParlonELFranciais. Approximately one-half of the
ongoing FLES programs in the State were represented by the 125 teachers
who a'etended. Fifteen undergraduate elementary education mejors planning
to teach French FLES and about 20 administrators also participated. For
the purposes of secondary sclluol workshops, the Director has divided the
State into 11 areas, During the year he conductM programs on the
importance and proper use of the language laboratory and aJdio aids.
The workshops were attended by 90 percent of the teachers in each of the
7 areas covered. Demonstrations by the Director formed a part of the
sessions, and participants had an opportunity to examine new materials
he supplied. The Director has purchased the films developed under
Title VI which are deeigned to show teaching technigees for use in
future inservice programs at the secondary school levva.

The Director, in collaboration with a commercial st.,,tion in
Boston, presented two one-half hour TV programs designed for the general
public, on the nature and use of laboratories in foreign language
instruction. He made arrangements through which over 40 Nev Hampshire
modern foreign language teachers voluntarily took the MIA Proficiency
Examinations, given at 5 different testing centers in the State. These
tests will be made available for the use of individuals in or out of
the profession by the testing service of the University of Naw Hampshire.
At least 4 institutions of higher education in the State plan to use
the series with their foreign language majors who will graduate during
the coming year. Through the efforts of the Director and the State
Department of Education, the University of New Hampshire will pravide
a tape duplication center.

The Director was consulted prior to the submission of approxi-
mately 50 percent of the projects in modern foreign languages, and
usually made visits to discuss the project and suggest changes for
the remainder. No project is approvable unless the Director is
personally acquainted with the total foreign language program in
that particular district. In most cases, visits are also arranged
if major installations are made prior to approval or reimbursement
claims. Last year the Director spent 65 percent of his time in the
field observing classes and demonstrating.
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As one result of the publication of his article "Basic Considera-
tions for Administreeors and Architects in Planning for a Foreign Language

Laboratory Installaeion", he was consulted on five oceasions by three

architects planning ne'e construction. The Director also contributed

to the State foreign li;tnc4xlage newsletter, and compiled and sent source

lists. A foreign language guide is in the editing stage.

One hundred percent of New Hampshire public secondary schools
will offer French in 1962-63, and over 90 percent of them have a
sequence of at least three years. The new foreign language teacher
certification standards approved will triple previous requirements.

During the year, complete language laboratory facilities uere
added in at least 8 juaior high and 15 high schools. In 1962-63, labora-

tories capable of accommodating the largest class will be used in at
least 55 percent of the public secondary schools in the State. Facili-

ties are adequate in more than 60 percent of the cases.

More State funds are required for an additional staff members
to work with programs in K-S, for consultants, for improviag inservice
education, for the preparation and dissemination of study guides, and
for evaluating the effective use of equipment and materials acquired
under Title III. Improvement is needed in coordinat1ng local, state,
and college programs to improve the background of New Hampshire teachers
of modern foreign languages . i,lmost no significant changes have
occurred in preservice foreign language teacher edueation in higher
institutions in the State.

NEW JERSEY

During the year the :lodern Language Consultant organized and

led 4 conferences on teaching at the junior high level for staff of 6
jun-ar high schools innorthern New Jersey. The meetings were devoted
to linguistics, language laboratory techniques, theory of langnage
learning, demonstration of audio-lingual techniques, adaptation of
traditional textbooks, teaching foreign languages to the slow learner,
and College Board examinations. Three workshops were hetd eimultarteously,

one each in the northern, central, and southern sections of the State

for a total of 90 teachers. Each workshop met twice weekly for 2 hours
on audio-lingual teaching techniques, and selection and proper use of

language laboratory equipment. On invitation, the Consultaat organized
a wnkshop for the 20 religious sister-teachers of Jersey City and 10

lay people. For all 4 workshops, the Consultant acted as prograte
coordinator, supervisor, and at least once at each as guest speaker.

As President of the New Jersey Modern Language Teachers Associa-
tion, he organized and led 5 state-wide meetings for approximately 500
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andern foreign language teachers, and with the executive committee of

the Association, he had 4 full-day conferences in 4 different geo-

graphical sections of New Jersey on the language laboratory. One

conference was devoted to each of these subjects: general orientation,

equipment, materials, and administratioft. The Consultant made 20

speeches to various groups including the New Jersey coilege presidents,

school superintendentsv the WiSSP, the New Jersey chapter of the Future

Teachers of America. He also assisted other State personnel in 9
county-wide conferences to explain the New Jersey plan for NDEA assist .

ance to public schools

The Consultant assisted many school districts in planning project
applications; all prpjects were approved under his supervision; and the

programs evaluated thaough direct visitation, During the year he made
78 school district visitations which often entailed otservaticns during
the day, demonstrations of audiolingual techniques, and general dis-
cussions of the pros and cons of audio-lingual learning of a foreign

language. In connection with a plan for sahool approval through self-
evaluation, the Consultant reviewed the foreign languase curriestums,
as a nieCaer of a visiting teamvin 14 secondary schools in 5 couLties.

Two publications were prepared and distributed, a survey of
language laboratory equipment in the seeondary schools of New Jersey,
and Guidelines for the Teachiuof NodermicaiLaLLenzeisass in
Junior High School.

The fact that both administrators and teachers are aware of the
type of instruction that should be taking place in the classroom is

evidence that the position of foreign languages has been strengthened
in New Jersey. The State Department has encouraged schools to offer
at least a 4-year sequence of modern language study. The State College

at Montclair is contemplating expanding offerings in faaeign languages

at the graduate level. This will moke advanced study mll:e accessJ.ble

to New Jecsey teachea'a.,

As of January 1962, 130 New Jersey secondary schools, 26 percent
of the total, had language laboratories. Of these 100 or 20 percent of

the total number of schools are adequate. There is no doubt that

Title III has had a tremendous effect on the purchase, installation,
and use of language laboratory equipment in the State.

/lore calls are made on Title III staff members for inservice
teacher-training projects of local school districts than can be met.
Another difficulty is that NDEA does not now provide for teacher

reference materials.
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NEW MEXICO

The Nodern Foreign Language Supervisor conducted two workshops
at Albuquerque on general methods and audio-lingual techniques, with
LUC k:LAJIJCLULACAL Oi uuLbLauut1L 6 luuaL U1/41del1tLbt auu a wt.n.cbuop at. iitittuu

on methodology, the language laboratory, and materials, at which he
provided a demonstration. The Supervisor has also served as demonstra-
tion teacher at four University of New Mexico Institutes,

ne offers help to school administrators and teachers in the
selection of materials and equipment, and assists in their effective
use. With the help of a State committee, he gives final approval to
acquisition projects. During his school visits he demonstrated
materials and methods*

Teacher rosters and the State foreign language newsletter were
prepared and distributed from his Office.

Modern foreign language enrollments have continued to increase;
the Albuquerque school system, comprising roughly two-thirds of the
school population of New Nexico, adopted an audio-lingual approach to
language teaching; the State adoption of new materials in languages is
being worked on, The State Board of Education has adopted a regulation
setting a minimum of 24 hours in a specific language area for FLES
teacher certification.

Fourteen new language laboratories were installed in 1961-62,
and several mora are planned. Approximately 35 percent of the second-
ary schools have labs, and all those of the major school systems are
ads:1(1,tate for most of their foreign language students. Title III was
the determining factor in the installation of language laboratory
facilities and acquisition of such aids as tape recorders, record
players, recorded materials, maps, and realia. The teaching of Spanish
to native speakers remains an ever-present problem. Funds for State
administrative and supervisory services are insufficient to provide an
adequate number of professional personnel, to employ consultants, or
to purchase necessary materials, The great distance between schools
further eomplicates the problem. Many local schools have bean unable
to macch Federal funds for acquisitions and to provide supervisory
assiazancza

NEW YORK

The Foreign Language Supervisory Staff conducted or participated
in 132 conferences and workshops to acquaint teachers with modern trends
and techniques, dealing priuerily with instruction 2rades 7-12, and
attended by an average of 50 to 150 teachersq
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In addition, the Supervisor collaborated with the Division of
Higher Education in establishing academic year inservice and refresher
courses in French, Gorman, and Spanish in 5 colleges; special Russian
language programs in 7 colleges; 6-week Aavanced Placement summer
workshops in French, German, and Spanish at 3 colleges; and academic
year inservice courses for 1962-63 in French; German; and Spaaish in
5 colleges. He also worked with the Bureau of Secondary Curriculum
Development and the Regents Educational Television Project in producing
an inservice training course for modern foreign languege teachers at
the secondary level, and in making kinescopes which demonstrate tech-
niques for the effective use of new materials and equipment. The
kinescopes were used in a number of orientation, workshop, and confer-
ence programs. The Supervisor mrked with New York City personnel in
designing and setting up an experiment to determine the relative
effectiveness of an electronic classroom having listening and speaking
but no recording facilities, as opposed to a full laboratory at the
secondary school level; and with those of nahopac Central School in
beginning an experiment to assess the effecttveness of a teaching
machine program in French. A number of liaison visits were made with
school administrators and local foreign language supervisors.

Outside consultants and advisory committees were used in the
preparation of 3 new syllabuses, the 5 new Regents examinations,
materials for many other examinations, and for examination items.

The Staff continued to assist schools wishing to begin Russian
language or FLES programsv They also collaborated with th:: Administrator
of Title III to write an annual planning guide for acquis_Lion of equip-
ment and materials. A basic requirement for approval of an acquisition
project has been that it form a natural part of a sound total concept
for overall foreign language instruction. Whenever the Title III Office
receives a request involving controversial ideas, equipment, or materials,
or lying in any way outside established policy, the Supervisor's Office
is consulted. The project review may result in correspondence with the
schools or in field trips.

The Staff developed and/or distributed curriculum guides for
secondary school German and Spanish, guidelines for FLES, an informa-
tional pamphlet on modern foreign languages, Advanced Placement and
Regents examinations, and information on language laboratories.

There are several measures of the effectiveness of the program
in improving modern foreign language instruction in the State. Pupils
are coing better on the aural portions of the Regents ex'aminations;

there is a steady increase in the number of 4«year and 6-year sequences
in any one foreign language; more schools are trying to adhere to the
basic principles of sequential study through grade 12 in the case of
successful students: requirements for permanent teacher certification
were raised September 063 from 24 to 39 hours, and changes in
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certification for elementary teachers will boost FLES by requiring a
major concentration in an academic field, such as foreign language;
the number of teachers interested In and pranticing newer approaches
to language teaching is increasing; and the number of citizensl
committees showing particular interest in foreign languages is
growing.

At least 313 out of 867 school districts have received NDEA
help in procuring materials and equipment for establishing electronic
facilities for modern foreign language teaching. Probably one-third
of these are adequate, Without Title III assistance, it is probable
that fewer than 100 school sys:ems would be equipped with appropriate
electronic facilities,

For implementing and evaluating Title III programs, the State
Supervisors need to collect better vital statistics cn 1,:achers,
programs, and laboratorles; a competent person to do supervisory work
in German and Russian; and temporary administrative assistance to run
the surveys requested by the Hodern Language Association and the Office
of Education. Better teachers are an even greater need,

NORTH CAROLINA

The two State supervisors in modern foreign languages planned
and conducted 4 area workshops on the use of the language 3aboratory.
From 30 - 60 persons attended each. They also held 4 sings-session
workshops for teachers in county systems on methodology and techniques
of teaching with electronic equipment. In addition, they gave talks
to several professional groups, attended 10 district and one State
Education Association meetings, one regional and one national conven-
tion, and 2 national conferences. The Division of School Planning
conducted 4 area workshops for architects and superintendents in
which the NFL supervisors participated,

The supervisors reviewed and approved 600 Title III tIFL projects
during the year. For many of them they had given assistance in the
planning and preparation stages. During 40 school visits, made at the
request of superintendents or principals, they gave guidance on FL
program expansion, advised about purchase of equipment and materials
and made suggestions for the improvement of instruction and also met
with groups of teachers and administrators. Preparation of criteria
for follow up evaluation of projects is planned for the next fiscal
year. The 26 additional school visits they made were with members of
the State Department of Public Instruction for the purpose of evaluation
and accreditation by the State or by the Southern :,ssociation of Schools
and Colleges.

The supervisors evaluated new materials for teaching ilFLs, and
prepared and had recorded 33 tapes for use in language laboratories or
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classrooms. Copies of the tapes were supplied schools at cost. They
served on a committee for the approved program approach to teacher
preparation and certification, and visited 4 NDEi, Summer Institutes,
The Assistant Supervisor planned and conducted a summer study tour to
Europe for 16 teachers,

(.4 !IAA 1.4101.4.1..LUSP.4 were: six issues of a FT
newsletter, bibliographies of source materials, Ihalansuage Leboratory,
Sugastions for North Carolina Setopls, and a tentative curriculum guide
for 1961-62. A new curriculum guide for a 4-year program in French,
Getman, and Spanish was prepared under the direction of State Department
officials, with the aid of an advisory committee, and was expected to be
ready for September 1962. Other materials were sent in response to
requests.

Surveys were made of FLES programs in Nw7th Carolina, of the
quantity and type of equipmene purchased under Title III, and of preient
language curriculums, enrollments, teacher qualifications, future pro-
grams, and student needs.

Improvement was shown by longer sequences in many high schools,
extension of FLES programs into junior high schools in many school
systems, and new offerings; increased interest of teachers in summer
programs, inservice training, and in new materials and methods; a
higher level of language proficiency on the part of students entering
college; and growing interest shawn by administrators in providing
more adequate equipment and materials for improvement of instruction.
To date 32 full language laboratories have been installed or ordered,
and many junior and senior high schools have electronic equipment of
a less elaborate nature. Although comparatively few schools have
adequate facilities for all FL pupils, most have at least some equip-
ment for the language department.

The greatest needs in North Carolina are improvement in aural-
oral skills of AFL teachers and increased understanding and practice
of newer methods and techniques in classrooms and laboratories.

NORTH DAKOTA

In the absence of a Modern Foreign Language Consultant at the
State level, the Director of State.Federal Relations served in that
subject area, with the help of part-time consultants. More emphasis
was given to andern foreign languages than in previous years, although
the supervisory and consultative services provided were recognized as
being inadequate. Schools were also encouraged to seek information.
and assistance from teachers who have attended a language institute.

The Director attended several Newer Media Regional Conferences,
of which the one at Bismarck Junior College was most effective so far
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as modern foreign language was concerned. It included language laboratory
demonstrations with opportunity for teachers to receive individual atten-
tion. The Director assisted in the planning of all language laboratories
and In approval and follow-up evaluations, His off:ice sent out informa-

tional releases of interest to teachers of modern foreign languages.

No special studies or pilot projects were undertaken, but the
Fargo Public Schools have been conducting a very extensive experimental
program in FLES and have been evaluating the effect of this program in
relation to the success of students in junior and senior high school.

There has been a pronounced increase in enrollments, part of which
may be due to the requirement that a modern foreign language be offered
in order that a school may be accredited. In almost all schools of any
size, the sequence and continuity of language study have been improved.

Six complete language laboratories, 4 portable units, and a large
number of audio devices such as tape recorders were inctalled during the
year. Eight percent of the secondary schools in North Dakota have some
type of language laboratory facilities, Of this number, perhaps 10
schools are adequately equipped. No Installations of any consequences
have been made except under Title III.

OHIO

The program of supervisory services and related acti-iities in Ohio
was curtailed because of being dependent on part-time supervisors* A
full-time supervisor has been employed to begin in September 1962.

During the year a one-day workshop emphasizing language laboratory
techniques was held at Youngstown City School, a series of inservice type
workshops for teachers of the Newark City schools, and a one-day workshop
at Otterbein College as a follow-up of FLES program activities in the
State. At the end of the FLES workshop, a committee prepared a guide
for FLES activities in Ohio.

The number of junior high school and FLES programs in Ohio has
increased. Approximately 25 percent of the secondary schools in the
State now have language laboratory facilities.

The amount of Pederal funds is insufficient tc meet all requests;
the lack of matching funds has limited participation of some school dis-
tricts; and the lack of State level funds has ltmited inservice training
programs.
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OKLAHOMA

In the absence of a special supervisor for foreign languages in
the Oklahoma State Departmsnt of Education, nine general supervisors of

instruction in all fieldG acted as Title III modern cereign lenpflege
personnel under a Director of Instruction. Their Title III duties
included individual school visitation to help plan projects and to dis-

cuss with teachers the proper use of equipment acquired to improve

instruction; working with professional groups in pilot centers to
develop curricu3um materials; assisting special groups in the three
Title III subject fields; and approving Title III projects. Workshops

and teachers' meetings were held at district and State levels, using

Consultants from State colleges and public school systems. Oklahoma

now has, once more, a special supervisor for foreign languages at the

State level*

A study was made of the effects Title III participation had on
instruction in 137 selected school districts which had parc;cipated in

all four years of the program° The evaluation aeestionnaire was in two

parts--one to be completed by administrators, and the other by teachers

in the specific subject areas.

Suggestions for procedures for establishing good Title III projects

were printed in monthly State Department of Education newsletters, and
GtIkle to tlie Improvqmnp of T;aching 14:)dpn_Foreirlasuljaps was pub-

lished and widely circulated. A curriculum guide, it Is d5..lided into two

parts--grades 1-8, and 9-12 and was planned and piepared by a committee
under the sponsorship and direction of the State Department of Education.

Improvement was shown by a 59 percent increase in modern foreign
language enrollments over the last 4 years. Several secondary schools
formerly without any MFL program have added one or mare, and others are
expected to do so in order to comply with the regulation of the North
Central Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges that its secondary
school members must offer two years of a foreign language by September
1963. Sequences of study have been lengthened in many cases, and addi-
tional language programs begun. There was no record of FLES offerings
in Oklahoma before NDEA; now there are several programs.

The number of modern foreign language project requests increased
over the previous year, and they also constituted a larger percentage
of the total requests in the three fields than ever before. Most of

the projects were for language laboratories. An estimated 12 percent
of the State's secondary schools, enrolling 65 percent of the students
at that level, are now making use of foreign language laboratory
equipment in contrast to none before NDEA More than 90 percent of
Oklahoma children are in school districts with Title III projects in
one or more of the three Title III subject fields.
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Modern foreign language certification requirements were increased

during the year for both a major and minor teaching assignment.

Data processing equipment acquired through Title X of NDEA, was

used by the State Department of Education for some of its statistical

studies.

Although Oklahoma now overmatches Federal Title III funds for
administrative and supervisory services, more financial resources are
needed for consultants for inservice programs. Certain mechanical

problems in administering projects are being remedied by new procedures.

The State continues to suffer from an inadequate supply of qualified
modern foreign language teachers.

OREGON

In cooperation with the Foreign Language Department of the Oregon
Education Association, the Consultant organized and cond.ected 3 regional

workshops on the theme of new techniques ',11. language teaching. He gave

a presentation, chaired a panel on language laboratory techniquesp and

arranged displays of new materials. NDEA-trained teachers gave demon-

strations of teaching techniques at FLES and junior high school levels

and of the use of audio-lingual materials, and presentations on pilot

classes and foreign travel opportunities for teachers and students.

Aveeage attendance of elementary and secondary school teaecs:s at each

workshop was 30* With the Oregon Education Association as cosponsor,
the Consultant held a State-wide conference for 130 teachers. He

arranged the program and served as an instructor at a 2-week workshop
for FIES teachers of French and Spanish cosponsored by the Oregon College

of Education, Monmouth; and arranged and conducted a 24-day Mexican

Study Program for secondery school teachers in collaboration with the
State System of Higher Education and the American Heritage Association.

The Consultant appeared on a panel on FLES trends and techniques
at the Pacific Northwest Conference of Foreign Language Teachers and

contributed a study on Oregon FLES for the Conference proceedings, he
was involved in the production of a series of ETV inservice programs
for teachers using the TV Spanish program, and worked with a Certifica-
tion Advisory Committee representing foreign language organizations and
elementary, secondary, and higher levels of instruction* They made

recommendations which resulted in considerably strengthening State
foreign language teacher certification requirements.

The Consultant participates, whenever possible, in the planning
of acquisition projects, and studies and often improves them before
final approval. The Consultant's follow-up evaluations are limited
because of the demands upon his time, but he made an effort to visit
as many schools as possible, having been in a total of 94 at least
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once during the past year. The project application requires evicce
that it is the result cf planning on the part of teachers and adminis-
trators. In addition to the general project description, information
is required concerning objectives, and inservice training and evaluation
planne Since many of tha weaker teachers do not attend workshops or
request specific help, he reaches some of them through these visits.

The first complete directory of elementary, secondary, and college
foreign language teachers in Oregon was developed, in addition to the
FLES study, and one was made on foreign language programs in the upper
grades and junior high schools. The Consultant contributed to the State
foreign language newsletter, and in addition to announcements, distributed
a number of leaflets he developed or reprinted from other sources.

The larger high schools in Oregon now all offer at least a 3.year
sequence of study in the same language, and many have 4-year programs.
More secondary schools are offering a wider choice of languages than
before. As measured by achievement and advanced placement testa, the
quality of foreign language students entering Oregon colleges and
universities has improved.

Oregon college language professors do not yet give effective
support to foreign language organizations and conferences by their
attendance or active support, The addition of another State foreign
language consultant would be highly desirable so as to increase the
amount of field work possible and give more time for the development
of State publications. The Consultant needs to have a secre.ary
permanently assigned to him. He believes that it would be helpful
if supervisors were permitted to attend NDEA Institutes as observers
and if the Office of Education sponsored an annual workshop for State
supervisors.

PENNSYLVANIA

The three Specialists in Modern Foreign Languages made a language
tour of the State, using 12 of the State colleges as the focal point of
meetings. Some 300 teachers attended the sessions which were devoted
to demonstrations of audio-lingual materials and techniques, and status
and trends of modern foreign languages in Pennsylvania. A workshop web
held on the use of language laboratories, with emphasis on the correla.
tion between class and laboratory work, various types of laboratory
exercises, and programing involved. Demonstrations of audio-lingual
materials were made at 25 workshops and 18 conferences involving 1,100
participants In Harrisburg and throughout the State and also at 14
inservice programs for 410 teachers throughout the State. A conference
was held to initiate the junior year abroad to be sponsored by the
modern language departments of 4 Pennsylvania State Colleges, and one
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to revise standards for modern foreign language teacher preparation on

the undergraduate level. As part of the State-wide curriculum revision
for all subject arees, a conference ,sas held to revise standards for
developing recommervied FLES prdctices and scope and sequenne charts.
Consultants used for colEercs,fles, writing curriculum guides and resource
materials, and assistinz with and directing inservice programs included
modern foreign language elementary and secondary school teachers and
administrw--. co1iee prof or onel arim4n4cf-rAf-nrco ngt'iuo cnania'ArQ0

and language labor-tory and electronics experts.

The Supervisors demonstrated to teachers and adslinistrators lan-

guage laboratory equipment set up in the State Department Electronics
Room, containing from 10 to 12 types of language "'sal:oratory equipment

on a rotating basis and made arrangements for visits to labs in operation.

They assisted in the preparation of language laboratory specifications,
approved project requests, and visited installations, All materials
requested were previewed and studied by the Supervisor before approval.

The Supervisors set up pilot projects to determine Os.e effective-

ness of the audio-lingual materials in use in these schools, and assisted

Easton High School in stricturing a research project, now in progress,
on the comparative values of audio-active and audio-active record language

labJvatories.

A number of studies were made, including progress in mandates for
modern foreign language offerings; possibilities of teacher and pupil
exchanges with foreign countries; and schools in the State key

materials. Some publications resulting from cAudies inclued charts
reflecting the deveopment of competencies as outlined in the modern
fore4gn language continuum, K-16; a revised list of foreign language
laboratories in Pennsylvania schools; comparative foreign language
enrollments for 1)53-62; and the supply and demand of modern foreign
language teachers over a 5-year span. Other publications were minimum
standards for each of the years of a 4-year course in a modern foreign
language; Guide to thi.2,Develoonpne and improvemp,nt of i;;-te Npclern_famiga

Itancs.u_=_Eragyars in Pentivania; and various announcements in the
official publication DPL Newsletter.

FLES enrollments increased fram approximately 63,000 in 1960-61
to 68,000 in 1961-62, and secondary schoot enrollments increased from
about 88,500 in 19j8-59 to 170,000 in 1961-62. The ofteving of a
minimum 4-year modern foreign language sequence by each school district
was mlndated, effective September 1963, and many districts ere estab-
lishing longer sequences. The offering of Chinsse was authorized, and
many new programs in other languages were introduced. More teachers
showed interest in NDEA Institutes, inservice programs, and professional
organizations. Coordination with colleges and universities was improved.
As one result, teacher-preparation institutions have reexamir-A and
revis r:. their modern foreign language offerings., The certification by
examis -;on of native speakers as teachers continues, with examinations
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being given on three different dates during the year. School architects

are now consulting th:i Specialists in their planning of language labora-
tory installations.

Approximately 45 percent of the 1,000 Pennsylvania secnadary
schools have requested approval for the purchase of language laboratories,
including a number of schools which are installing additional labs. The

total of secondary schools in the State With language labs is aov 137,

Additional staff in modern foreign languages is needed to mak
on-the-spot evaluations cf pilot programs, to visit claocms more often,

to develop teacher and pupil exelhanges with the German Etate of Vestphalia

and other foreign countries, and to establish closer liaison with elemen-
tary and secondary school teachers and foreign language and education
college departments.

RHODE ISLAND

The Supervisor of Fieid Services of the Division of Instructional
Services carried on Title III modern foreign language activities in the
Star:a during the past year. He obtained a consultant for the extensive
workshop program conducted by the Warwick schools, wok.A with the State

Mbdern Foreign Language Advisory Committee in drawing up a list of
reference books useful co teachers, and with the Audio-Visfl Department

in demonstrating new films and tape programs to representas of the
Rhode Island Modern Foreign Language Teachers A ssociation. He also

participated in a conference of Superintendents and School Committees of
Rhode Island, and served as the secretary of the State High School
Principals-College Articulation Committee.

Using the Audio-Visual Department's supervisor to evaluate
equipment and audio matei:ials requested, he approved project applications
and applications for reimbursement. He visited all schools which have
acquired materials and equipment under Title III, also using some of the
visits to get information for completion of the foreign language labora-
tory survey made in part through questionnaires.

One issue of the Division of Instructional Services Newsletter
was devoted to mndern foreign languages, and in cocprxation with the
Audio-Visual Department, the Supervisor distributed a list of foreign
language films available in the Audio-Visual Departmenta

Membership in the Rhode Island Modern Foreign Language Teachers
Association has increased.

About 50 percent of the State secondary schools have language
laboratory facilities; about 20 percent of the schools are adequately
equipped.
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Ote problem is the lack of money on the local level. A tape and
materlals production center in the Audio-Visual Section of the Division
of Instructional Services would be useful, and a full-time modern foreign
language supervisor or consultant is needed at the State levels

QOUTH rAROLIFA

The Supervisor of Modern Foreign Languages held a workshop series
of 5 all-day Saturday meetings spaoed throughout the year at two different
locations, Subjects involved were audio-lingual methods, evaluation of
new teacher materials, oral and written testing, adaptation of traditional
texts, and use of audio-visual equipment* More than 100 teachers partici-
pated in the series, with an avarege attendance of 80 percent at each
session*

He met with administrators and teachers one or more times prior to
the submission of a major acquisition project, Follow-up visits were made
after and sometimes during installation. Routine project requests were
approved by the Supervisor, bIct those involving equipment and background
readings were approved In collaboration with the audio-visual-and library
supervisors. In the course of work on projects and as follow-up visits
to schools using new programs, the Supervisor made about 30 school visits.

He cooperated with the Foreign Language Department of the South
Carotins Education Association in conducting surveys on FLE:3, junior high,
senior hIgh, and college modern foreign language programs, and also pre-
pared two forms of a Spanish aural comprehension test to be given high
schoo3 students during NOdern Language Day at the University of South
Carolina.

Among the New programs being used by schools are Le Francataxar.
_(Chilton-Didier) at Hanna High School, Anderson,

and Ja uanal at the Sumter Schools.

e Supervisor distributed various announcements and lists, along
with soma materials from other sources, and contributed to the State
foreign language newsletter.

The sequences of language study, and class enrollments have been
increase:2,i significantly at every level. In grades 7-8 there were no
programs in 1958, in contrast to the 1961 enrollment of 1,407; in grades
9-12, first-year students numbered 3,099 in 1958 against a 1961 enrollment
of 11,925; there were 3,972 second-year students in 1953 and 6,147 in 1961;
an estimated 40 students were in third-year classes in 1958 in contrast
to 561 in 1961; and while there were no fourth-year students in 1958, in
1961 there were 41. FLES involves over 5,000A)upi1s in 80 schools, and
26 of these schools have indicated that they plan a sequential program
leading to high schools
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In fall 1961, 32 high schools about 8 percent ef the toCal number,
had same type of language laboratory, all installed through Title III0
Approximately 85 percent of the State's foreign language classes are using
electronic aids of some kinds.

An urgent need is to find effective ways to interest the none
specialist language teacher, one with only one or two classes as a
secondary subject area, in current developments in modern language
teaching. A qualified research specialist is needed at the State level
to assist in extensive evaluation of the foreign language and other
programs.

SOUTH DAKOTA

Consultative services for modern foreign languages were given by
the Administrator of Title III, elementary supervisors, supervisors of
secondary education and consultants secured for definite aesignments,

The State Department of Public Instruction either conducted,
participated in, or supplied personnel for 9 workshops or working cone
ferences in modern foreign languages during the year. All secondary
school teachers of modern foreign languages participated in one or more
of them.

The Title III Administrator approves or disapproves ell projects
for acquisitions or remodeling. Visits were made to all schools in the
First Congressional District which had approved Title III modern foreign
language projects in fiscal 1959, 1960, 1961, or 1962.

Sixty projects in modern foreign languages were approved in 1962
as against 40 in 1959. In 1953-59, 37 school districts taught modern
foreign languages to 1656 students, with no third-year program in any of
the schools. In contrast, 91 school districts enrolled 3443 students in
1961-62, with two districts offering third-year Spanish and one giving
thirdeyear German. One school district will have a sequence in French
FLES from grade 4 through 7 this fall. South Dakota has 5 fully equipped
language laboratories.

The preliminary form of Guidelines for Modern Fer2ign Laneua,g2.1
was completed.

South Dakota has a severe shortage of qualified teachers, It needs
a State consultant in modern foreign languages with more funds to finance
an adequate supervisory program with more inservice programs and to
stimulate good preservice teacher training.
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TENNESSEE

Together the State Superv!sor and the Tgast Teeneesee Steelvisor
for :Iodern Foreign Languages conducted 11 one-ieee FeES -orkehops, each
involving from 20 . 65 ceuchers, g.cades Th.;7ee of the workshops were
at the beginnins level, and 8 vere .;e.: the second level, They !e1:1
approximately 15 inservice meetings to derenetrate eee -eateeelais2 eci:iip-
ment and methods.

Both attended the odel:11. LlnFeage Section of MA3 lartIcipeted
on the program of tte 71.12h, and in the Foreiget Language Seetion of ASO);
and when invited te 6o so, addreesed professional, civic, and student
groups. One of the Sepernsors spoke at the NOEL' Institute at Vanderbilt
on the duties of foreign :language slipervisoe'e end the other telked to
classes at Memphis Srate on Che seme eubjeet, One of ehe t-,Jo elso attended
the WTEA meeting, end the mlix. and NCFLS metings; spoke at the Inter.
MolIntain Conference on Foreign Languages served as chairman of the High
School Secton at Keeucky Foreiut Leavage Conferenee; reetesented
fore4gn lauguages at the TEA Leadership Coedeen,lee; and partieipeted in
the West Telieessee Principals Association meetine and served on a project
to send albums made by Tennessee school children to Latin Ameriean schools.Both Supervisors served on the State Curriculum Committee; meintained
lieson with Title V programs and assisted with guidance on career day
programs; worked with Tjtie X personnel and received mueh statistical help
from them; and have been consulted about personnel for coll.-Ige departments,
and have assisted in placing college graduates in teaching pesitions.

The two Supervisors made 25 visits to setooi systems as a part of
a State Department Team Visiting Program to inform supexintendents, super-visors, and other administrators on the nature of the f.oreign language
program and use of equipment and materials in this f1e7.d under Title III,They assisted in planning projects, one Supervisor processed all projectsand claims, and both are now in Cre process of evaluating the use of
equipment and materials through visits to schools which have used Title III
funds. Also they visited classes in schools not yet participating in theprogram.

One of the Supervisors has become the editor of the Tennessee
Foreign Language Newsletter, for which the State will assume the responsi-
bility of preparation, publication, and distribution beginning in October,Daily lesson plans to accompany aginam_apanish in Grade III were
distrnuted, and special announcements prepared and sent as needed. AnAdvisory Committee of superintendent.), principals, and foreign language
teachers on the three levels helped in the development of a cu--ict.lum
guide for administrators and teachers; it is to be distributed in
September,

Foreign language students in the State continue to win outstanding
scholarships and honors in contests. More boards of education are
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adopting continuous programs--some 4-year, some 6-year, and some 10-year.
In some high schools a third-year of a foreign language has been added,
and in soale systems German or Russian has been intr-:duced in a high school
as a third language, As soon as the supply of teachers increases, changes
in certification requirements will be considered.

Sixty-one languaee laboratories have been installed in high ,-;nhnn1g
in the State. Two-thirds of the schools have facilities adequate for all
students enrolled in modern foreign languages.

On the elementary school level, there is a need for the continua-
tion of FLES workshops through grade 6, and of a good TV netwark in
Tennessee to carry FLES programs in French and Spanish. On the secondary
level, more demonstrations of good teaching practices by well-trained
teachers would be helpful. The Supervisors are planning to make use of
inst!tute-trained teachess for this purpose. At both levels, there is a
great need for coordination oE inservice training with acqnisition projects,
demonstrations, and pilot programs. The greatest lack in resources at the
State level is a complete maeerials center, including books, films, and
tapes and recolds, to be made available all over the State, Additional
consultants should be used when the demands are very great or when a
special skill is required,

TEXAS

The Consultants in Nbdern Foreign Language spent most of their tine
during the year assisting local school personnel with designing the kind
of foreign language laboratory installation needed and describing the types
of equipment available,

The Consultant conducted 8 workshops and a series of meetings in
areas or individual school systems far teachers, administrators, and other
school personnel; and served as consultant or actively participated in
7 area or regional conferences and two series of meetings. Two of the 9
were sponsored by the Division of Instructional Media. At most of the
workshops, conferences, and series of meetings, he demonstrated language
laboratory eqaipment and other teaching aids, and held discussion periods
with the participants. At some he assisted in selecting reference and
teaching aids, in planning language laboratories, and in working on
foreign language programs for elementary or secondary schools. He was
the principal_ speaker at a regional AATSP meeting, and talked to foreign
language teachers and students in 5 different scnool systems about the
importance of learning a foreign language. A total of over 2000 persons
mere reached in the sessions.

The Consultants visited schools for accreditation and consultative
purposes. More school districts in Texas now offer foreign language
courses than ever before, and total enrollments reached a new high during
the past year.
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UTAH

Because emphasis in prticipation in Title III programs in Utah
has tended to be on science, districts were encouraged to examine the
program offerings in mre.hematics and foreign languages and to determine
needs in those fields('

Workshops arranged and conducted by the Supervisor of Modern
Foreign Languages were limited to small groups requesting consultant
services, usually at the local but occasionally at the district level.
Attendance varied fram 2 or 3 persons to 20 at the meetings, which were
devoted mostly to orientation to new materials, methods, and instruc-
tional aids. Two outside consultants came under the auspices of the
Utah Council of Foreign Language Teachers and the directicn of the State
Departmeat of Education to participate in the Utah Education Association
convention and to meet with a number of groups for several days afterwards.

The Supervisor helped plan perhaps one-half the foreign language
projects submitted and ccuaseled with administrators or teachers on the
remainder, He visited a number of sehools with completed projects to
observe equipment and naterials in use, bet lack of time prevented a
compleee follow.ep. In FLES most activity continued to be through TV
programs in French and Russian. Of these, PaY1011-s-Tanais was most
successful and will be eNpanded with inservice aid being provided teachers
in whose classrooms the program is received.

Nine issues of the ncei9n Lauszge SmakIr., a State newsletter,
were prepared and distributeJ, along with teacher rosters. Teechers'
manuals for all programs presented over channel 7 were prepared and dis-
tributed, and a special Foreign Language Curriculum Committee, during its
15 meetings of the year, completed work on the ForeisLi,ensua''s Guide
which is to appear in September.

A number of experimental and pilot projects were undertaken, One
senior and one junior high school are using Je_Parle Kyvrlais; a one-year
experiment to extend the effectiveness of the language laboratory into
the homes of students via regular telephone service was begun in June 1962;
and pilot classes in Chinese and Japanese, initiated in the fall of 1961,
will be continued with the addition of a beginning Japanese class in a
junior high school. Level Ong. Arabia for secondary school use appeared
in hard cover form, and work started on the kul_Ty2 materials which are
to apnear in tentative form in fall 1962. The Supervisor arranged a sum-
mer study tour in Austria for 86 secondary school students and in France
for 64 students to determine the degree to which students can leaen a
foreign language in an intensive course in the foreign country and hov
this experience stimulates interest and motivation in the regular program.
Since 1958 foreign language enrollments in Utah secondary schools have
increased threefold and the number of teachers 342 percent. Only a
handful of third-year courses were given in 1958; now there are many and
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also from 8 to 10 fourth-year classes. The number of languages offered

has gone from 4 to 9 during the same period of time.

Soae 20 secondary schools are equipped with complete language
laboratories, 11 percent of the total, with perhaps an additional 10 per-

cent of the schools having some kind of equipment. Five out of the 20

installations are adequate for all the foreign language students enrolled.

From 17 to 20 of the laboratories were secured as a direct result of NDEA.

Student performance has improved. In 1958 only 9 superior ribbons

were won at the Brigham Young University Festival of Foreign Languages;

in 1962, same 120 were awarded. Colleges have become more aware of the

need for campetent language teachers. Brigham Young University has
conducted a non-NDEA summer institute for each of the last three summers

and also an inservice teacher-training program by extenoion. Community

support for foreign languages exceedswhat can now be offered.

Certain types of equipment considered essential to program improve-
ment by many persons in Utah are not now eligible for acquisition. An
additional staff member at the State level is needed to assume responsi-
bility for the bookkeeping details of Title III projects in the three
fields, thus freeing the supervisors to give more services. Additional

funds are required for holding workshops and hiring conslitants at the
secondary, and for supervisory and consultant services at the elementary

school level.

VERMONT

The Foreign Language Consultant conducted and participated in 14
four-day regional workshops, all except one of which wa.,:e held at secondary

schools with language laboratories. The sessions, attended by an average

of 25 teachers each, were designed for all levels of instruction and

included demonstrations by the Consultant and the host language teacher,

discussion periods, and individual conferences.

She gave a demonstration to a PTA group in a community interested

in purchasing materials and laboratory equipment; attendee: the fall meet.

;ng of the Vermont Education Association, Foreign Language Section; the

spring meeting of the Vermont MoBern Foreign Language Teachers Association;

and a five-day workshop on audio-visual aids in teaching modern foreign
languages held at Middlebury College.

During the year 87 modern forelgn language projects were approved',
of which 69 were for secondary schools and 18 for elementary. In connec .

tion with acquisition projects, the Consultant visited 132 our of the
155 public school modern foreign language teachers and 46 of the 125
independent school teachers in Vermont, She had additional conferences

on curricutum and purchase of materials and equipment with 48 public and
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23 independent schools, and conferred with 73 of the 84 public school
principals and 15 of the 25 independent school principals or headmasters.
All superintendents were involved to some extent in the conferences, but
27 of them out of the 54 in the State requested attention to special
problems.

The Consultant assisted in the evaluation of a public secondary
school and of an elementary school language program and met with the State
Advisory Committee on nodern Foreign Languages twice during the year, at
which times the Committee members made several specific suggestions.

A newsletter, the VeKmont FL_Bulletin, was published and distributed
from the State Department office, along with various bibliographies, source
lists, guides, secondary school teacher rosters, FLES survey results, and
materials from other sources. French for Secondarools in_Yprmont,
an adaptation of the New York State guide, was prepa:cen; the cu:!riculum
guides for German and Spanish were purchased from New York State and all
three were distributed.

From 1960-61 to 1961-62 there was a 16 percent increase in the
number of modern foreign language teachers in Vermont; secondary school
eniollments have increased 54 percent since 1959-60 and enrollments in
second year high school classes doubled, and those in third year classes
have tripled since the beginning of NDEA.

FLES teacher certification requirements were approved and made a
part of the State regulations. The State Board of Education will next
consider the problem of proficiency among language teachers in the many
small schools of the States

Since so many Vermont schools are too small to have space for
separate language laboratories, the use of tape recorders and other
portable classroom equipment is common. There are 9 audio-active labs
and one audio-passive lab in Vermont public secondary schools, or 12
p.,..Ircent of the total. Of these 4 are not adequate for effective use.
Title III has asststed with language laboratories, but, more importantly,
has brought the tape recorder into the majority of classrooms.

The number of small schools in Vermont (76 percent of the public
secondary schools have enrollments of less than 400) and of the inade-
quate preparation of their language teachers constitute a major problem.
Only a two-year sequence of study is offered in 52 perc.ent of the
secondazy schools. The principal needs for implementing and evaluating
Title III programs are the services of outside consultants for workshops
and funds to pay them. ..
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VIRGINIA

Virginia

Washington

The Supervisor of Fore!gn Languages planned and orgamized a 6-week
see^nri,/eyel anA A elmmar fnr 4gini1-, Vira
secondary school teachers of French and Spanish. Participants were
reimbursed from State funds for the major part of their expenses. He and
the Assistant Supervisor planned and presented a 2-day state foreign
language conferene for 265 teachers and administrators and a similar one-
day conference for about 100 teachers and administrators. Two advisory
committees of secondary-school teachers, foreign language coordinators
and college personnel wez.e used to help plan and carry out the two State

conferences. They also participated as speakers, consultants, or dis-
cussion leaders at 3 local preschool conferences, 7 local inservice
conferences, 4 district conferences of school adm1n5strators, 2 state
conferences of administrators, 2 district meetings of professional
1.anguage groups, and 4 state professional language group meetings.

They addressed two college language groups and worked with staff
personnel in several colleges. The Supervisors served on a visiting
committee to evaluate 4 high schools, assisted teachers with a pilot high
school French project in Richmond, schools using new teaching materials
experimentally, and teachers developing teaching guides.

All foreign language projects were evaluated for approval by the
Supervisors who worked with local school personnel in projt preparation
and visited 110 public schools during the year for obse-..vaon.

Teacher rosters were compiled and distributed, and a list of
suggested books and materials was prepared for the State Library List.

Probably 15 percent of Virginia high schools are equipped with
language laboratories. Many are fully equipped, but more than 50 percent
of them are audio-active with a limited number of student recording
positions. Many additional schools have some equipment. A few of the
largest schools do not have adequate facilities. Almost all of the
language laboratories in the State were obtained under Title III.

The Supervisors need more of both time and equipment for giving
demonstrations to classroom teachers.

WASHINGTON

No report from foreign language supervisor.
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WEST VIRGINLA

The Modern Foreign Language Specialist for West Virginia talked
to about 180 persons on the place of NFLs in public schools, methods,

and problems of articulation between junior and senior high schools at

3 county workshops. He worked with about 100 persons at 6 pre-school
workshops devoted to various aspects of teaching methods, equipment, and

materials. At 7 regional meetings for about 280 &IRE -atendents, he

talked on the place of MFLs in public schools, and at 4 regional meetings
for about 75 teachers he talked on the progress of NFL instruction in

the State. He also talked to about 210 parcicipants of 4 different
college summer sessions on techniques, materials and equipment for teach.

ing MFLs

He helped plan county acquisition projects when requested to do
so, and made visits to individual school systems and schools to discus-s

specific problems related to NFL teaching. Under his electronic class-

room project, portable equipment for 36 audio.active positions was
stationed at each of 6 high schools for a week at a time. The Specialist

worked with classroom teachers on methods and techniques of an oral
approach and on the effective use of equipment, Administrators and other
teachers were invited to observe the classes and to remain for the dis-

cussions afterwards.

He made liaison visits to college MFL departments and worked with

some of them on NDEA Summer Institute applications. Work wss done on a
curriculum guide during the year, and teacher rosters were compiled and

distributed. Third-year classes were added in several schools; in 3
counties NFL classes are being started in Junior high schools on an
almost county-wide basis; and a county-wide FLES program was established
in one county, with programs begue in several other schools also. Most

of the facilities in the estimoted 10 percent of the schools equipped
with full or partial language laboratories are adequate. FL teacher

certification requirements are being reexamined.

The major problem is the lack of local matching funds for local
supervisory services to make more effective the use of materials and
equipment acquired. Eighty-five secondary schools in West Virginia,

28 percent, still offer no :1FI4 The State Depertment needs funds for
a roving instructor to hold inservice classes in 4 or 5 centers each
week for those teachers who are unable to attend NDEA institutes.

WISCONSIN

A full-time supervisor of audio-visual services was added to the
State staff in the middle of the year to strve primarily in the areas of
science, mathematics, and modera foreign languages. In February 1962,
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because of the appearance of several newspaper articles critical of
Title Ut, a questionnaire was prepared by the Title III Administratoi
and sent to all school administrators in the State asking for informa-
tion on prices, quality, aed delivery of equipment and materials; and
favorable and unfavorable reactions to Title III proerams. Tabulation
of the returns showed that in general prices charged for equipment and
materials were not excessive, and that the quality was about the same
as in the pre-NDEA period. Schools mere pleased with the effects of
the program, but most administrators would like to see it extended to
cover other areas of the curriculum.

The Supervisor of Modern Foreign Languages held one-day workshops
in those geographic areas of the State where travel made weekly meetings
prohibitive. Subjects treated were -selection, care, and maintenance of
language laboratory equipment, audiougingual methodology, and evaluation
of recorded materials. A large portion of his time was spent in visiting
language classes and discussing the programa with teachers and adminis-
trators. He served as a consultant or speaker in many conferences and
inservice training programs at local and state levels2

In cooperation with the University of Wisconsin NDEA Summer Institutes,
a large display of books, language laboratory equipment and audio-visual
materials was set up. It is used by the Untversity for two months of the
year during the Institutes and by the Department of Public Instruction,
Title III for the remaining tea months. The display is visited by many
groups of administrators and language people to examine and discuss equip-
ment and materials. Two issues of the Voice of the Visq9neu.Fereim
janzune Teacher were produced to answer specific questions about foreign
language curriculums and laboratories: "Curriculum Trends Edition, 1962"
and "NDEA Report on Language Laboratories and Teaching Methods."
Lanzugg Lakaassmipecona was brought up to date and appended,
teacher Tosters for each foreign language prepared, and various announces.
ments sent. A survey was made to obtain information for the first
publication listed above.

Enrollments in grades K-8 have e-xpanded from 7,000 to over 33,000
since 1959, and enrollments in grades 9-12 have grown from less than
27,000 to over 42,000 in the same time, a percentage increase from 14
to 20 percent of the public schbol pupils enrolled in those grades.
Sixey.five sehools listed third. and fourth-year clasees in French, Geri.
man, and Spanish, whereas few existed previously.

Public school language laboratories grew from two small units in
1959 to more than 80 full-scale installations.

The supply of qualified foreign laneage teachers in Wisconsin
falls far short of the demand, especially in French and Spanish.
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WYOMING

Not participating in Title III.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

During the year 20 all-day orientation and training workshops were
held for 27 FLES teachers.. Some of the aspects covered were materials,
teaching and testing techniques, and evaluation.

The Supervising Director of Foreign Languages served as a consuls.
tant at one conference and gave an address at another, and she and the
Assistant Director attended national and regional conferences.

Equipment acquisition projects were personnally planned by the
Supervising Director; other itera for acquisition were submitted for
approval and reviewed by the two Staff members before approvals
Together they made 150 supervisory visits to classes, not counting
those made with a number of visiting observers and those in response
to calls for assistance in the use of equipment. Both gave.demonstra-
tions of teaching techniques..

Teachers' guides for French in grades 30 4, and 5 were prepared,
revised, reproduced, and issued to FLES teachers.. Reading materials
were produced and distributed to grade 5 French and Spanish classes.
Listening comprehension tests for FLES French and Spanish in grades 13
and 4 uere given in spring 1962, and city-wide examinations in 5 len.
guages administered to all second-year high school classes.. Teacher
applicants were screened and tested, and.teacher evaluations made for
other schools or agencies. The Supervising Director was on the staff
of the Summer 1962 NDEA Institute at.Pennsylvania State University.

Gains made in FLES may be measured in part by increases from
1961.-62 enrollments of over 7,400 pupils being taught in 80 schools by
27 teachers to those of 1962-63 in which 9,000 or more pupils were
taught by 36 tJachers..

Eight high schools have full foreign language laboratories, and
the other 4 have electronic classrooms;- 13 of the junior high schools,
52 percent, are equipped with electronic classrooms.. Schools now
equipped seem adequate, but the remainder of the junior high schools
should be equipped with electronic classrooms, and additional ones ought
to be provided in 5 of the larger high schools, if and when money becomes
available. Before NDEA 2 District of Columbia high schools had foreign
language laboratories.
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District.of Columbia

Guam
Puerto Rico

An unsolved problem is that cf articulation between levels of
instruction, particularly junior and senior high school foreign language
programs. Additional funds are required for materials, and more staff,
one additional Assistaniz. Director and one clerk, to give the services
rweded and to take care of the paper work.

GUAM

As during the last two yelirs, Guam had one person officially
assignee. to Title III and audio.vvisual programs.

His activities in the modern foreign language field included
.holding a conference on the possibility of introducing FLES prograM-S.

The group agreed that this step be postponed until such time as ade,.-
quately trained personnel beceme available() A survey of the status of
the modern foreign language program in seeondary schools was conductedby questionnaires sent to the principals, and a poll made to determinehow many pupils would be interested in studying a language other thanSpanish, the only one now offered in Guata. Findings of the two studieswill be used in curriculum planning.

A series of service bulletins on the three Title III fields wasdistributed to public schools, and they were ehcouraged to improve
their supplementary reading material and audioavisual appropriations
in these subject areas.

Texts being used in modern foreign language instruction are understudy, so that more effective use can be made of the language laboratories.Equipment for one additional laboratory has been ordered for installationin time for t 1962-63 academic year.

Two of the major problems of Guam continue to be teacher recruit-ment and turnover. Because of its geographical isolation, Guam's onlysolution seems to be in extending adequate training to more local
people.

PUERTO RICO

Since Puerto Rico's major need in the language area lies in
instruction in English, which is not eligible to receive funds underTitle III, efforts during the year were concentrated on French, theonly other modern foreign language taught on the Island.

A part-time
supervisor,,on loan from the English Department,visited language laboratories in three cities and attended the
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National Conference on Language LaboratJries held at the University of
Indiana. Equipment for two foreign language laboratories was ordered
and is expected to be in operation in 1963-64. A supervisor will be
appointed next year to take charge of the modern foreign language
program.

VIRGIN ISLANDS

Two high school teachers who had attended an NDEA-Institute
helped other members of their departments use newer methods of teaching
Spanish. During the year, a consultant from the University of Miami
visited the three high schools and made recommendations for program
improvement. At his suggestion, Spanish is now being offered in more
high school classes.

A course of study will be developed in Spanish for grades 7-12
which will be a logical extension of the FLES program being planned for
grades K-6. Introduction of French is also planned in all high schools,
grades 9-12.

A language laboratory was functioning in each of the two large
high schools during th-: year.

Professional consultants are difficult to recruit for Island duty,
so reliance will be placed, as in the past, on personuel from Puerto
Rico for in-service training programs, lectures, and worksh.;ps4 An
attempt will be made to appoint a supervisor in modern foreign languages.


